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We describe the structure of the integral group ring LG, when G has square-free 
order, as a subdirect sum of hereditary orders in skew group algebras. From this 
we deduce the structure of all genera of ZG-lattices. Our principal applications are 
the following (for groups G of square-free order). (i) We determine those G whose 
ZG-lattices satisfy uniqueness of the number of indecomposable summands. (ii) We 
determine those G whose ZG-lattices are direct sums of left ideals. (iii) For those 
G whose ZG-lattices are not direct sums of left ideals, we show that indecomposable 
ZG-lattices can be much larger than the ring LG itself, despite the fact that hG is 
of finite representation type and, over the p-adic completions of ZG. lattices always 
become direct sums of left ideals. (iv) We show that the ring structure of QG 
determines the group G up to isomorphism. q- 1990 Academtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
If R is a Dedekind domain, then by an R-order we mean a subring A of 
some finite dimensional algebra over the quotient field of R such that A 
contains R and is finitely generated as an R-module. By a A-lattice we 
mean a A-module that is finitely generated and torsion-free as an 
R-module. Two A-lattices are said to be in the same genus if they are 
locally isomorphic at all prime ideals of R. 
One technique for studying lattices (or arbitrary finitely generated 
modules) over certain orders is to represent the orders as pullbacks of sim- 
pler coordinate rings and then relate the lattice (or module) theory of the 
order to that of the coordinate rings. In [ll], Levy applies this technique 
to the integral group ring ZG when G is abelian of square-free order, clas- 
sifying all finitely generated ZG-modules and characterizing their direct 
sum behavior. In [ 151, Pu applies this technique to ZG when G is non- 
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abelian of order pq for distinct primes p and q, classifying all ZG-lattices. 
(See also [6, 7, 9, 10, 14, and 181.) 
In this paper we apply this technique to the integral group ring ZG for 
G an arbitrary group of square-free order, classifying the genera of 
indecomposable ZG-lattices and describing their direct sum behavior. In 
fact, such integral group rings belong to a more general class of orders 
which we define as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain. Following [lo], we 
shall call an R-order A a Dedekind-like order if, for some hereditary 
R-order r (in a separable algebra over the quotient field of R), semisimple 
artinian ring i=, and pair of ring surjections f, g: r+ i= such that 
ker(f) + ker( g) = f, we have 
(This is the generalized pullback or equalizer off and g. ) We shall always 
identify a Dedekind-like order with its representation as a generalized 
pullback. 
In representing integral group rings as multiple pullbacks, we shall find 
it more convenient to use the following (equivalent) formulation of 
Dedekind-like orders. Write the hereditary R-order r as rl 0 . . 0 I-,,,, 
where each r, is a hereditary prime R-order (by [17, Theorem 40.7]), and 
write i= as rl @ .. . 0 r,,,, where each r, is a simple artinian algebra over 
a residue class field of R. Sincef and g are surjective and each ri is simple, 
it follows easily that the maps f and g can be viewed as sequences of maps 
f,, . . . . f, and g,, . . . . g,, respectively, where, for each index i, 1 Q i 6 n, there 
are indices h(i) and k(i), 1 d h(i), k(i) < m, such that f, : rhCi) + ri and 
gi: rhCi) + ri are surjections. We shall refer to the pair (fj, gi) as a pair of 
congruence maps. It is clear that we can write 
A g {(y ,, . . . . 7,) E r, 0 . . . 0 r,, If, (Yh(i)) = g, (YkCi)) for all indices i} 
The condition that f and g be surjective is equivalent to the condition that 
fi and gi be surjective and ker(fi) # ker(fi) and ker(g,) # ker(gi) for all 
indices i and j, and the condition that ker(f) + ker(g) = r is equivalent to 
the condition that ker(f,) # ker( g,) for all indices i and j. We shall refer to 
these as the independence conditions. 
We note that we get an equivalent definition if we require only that the 
rings ri be semisimple artinian algebras, since we can always write such a 
ring as a direct sum of simple rings and decompose each pair of congruence 
maps into pairs of projections onto the simple components. In this 
notation, the independence conditions become more complicated, since the 
kernels are no longer assumed to be maximal ideals. The independence 
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conditions now state that all of the congruence maps must be surjective 
and that ker (h.) + ker(f,) = r, whenever h(i) = h(j), ker(g,) + ker(g,) = r, 
whenever k(i) = k(j), and ker(f,) + ker( gj) = rc whenever h(i) = k(j). That 
is, two congruence maps with the same coordinate ring as domain must be 
comaximal. In what follows, we frequently assume this modified definition 
of a Dedekind-like order. 
Following the techniques used in [6, lo], we introduce a category in 
which we shall find it easier to work. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be a Dedekind-like R-order in f, as in Delini- 
tion 1.1. By a A-diagram 9 we mean a r-lattice X, a F-module X, and a 
pair of surjections X, B: A’-+ X, such that a and /I are r-homomorphisms 
via f and g, respectively. That is, for x E X and y E r, a(y .x) =f(y) . a(x) 
and p(y . x) = g(y) p(x). If E is a A-diagram defined by the surjections 
y, 6: Y -+ Y, then by a morphism Y from 9 to & we mean a 
f-homomorphism $: X+ Y and a r-homomorphism 7: R+ Y such that 
tji.a=y.$ and $.p=S.rc/. 
For each A-diagram 53 defined by surjections a, j3: X-, X as above, we 
define M(9) to be the generalized pullback of c( and 8. That is, we take 
M(g)= {YEXIa(Y)=P(Y)). 
Using the fact that a is a r-homomorphism via f, and /I is a 
f-homomorphism via g, it is straightforward to check that M(9) is a 
n-lattice. If Y is a morphism from 9 to & as above, then it is also easy to 
check that $ restricts to a A-lattice homomorphism M(Y) from M(9) to 
M(F). Clearly M(-), so defined, is an additive functor from the category of 
A-diagrams to the category of A-lattices. 
In keeping with the equivalent formulation of the notion of a Dedekind- 
like R-order given in Definition 1.1, we can give an equivalent definition of 
a A-diagram as follows. Write the f-lattice X as X, @ ... OX,, where-X 
is a r,-lattice for each index j, and write the F-module x as x, 0 ... 0 A’,, 
where Xi is a $,-module for each index i. Consider module surjections 
such that ai is a r,,(,,-homomorphism viaf, and pi is a r,(,,-homomorphism 
via gi, for all indices i, 1 < i<n. Then the set of “subdiagrams” gia,, 
1 d i Q n, defines a A-diagram. We could also give the equivalent definition 
of a morphism of diagrams in this notation, but it will not be needed in 
what follows. 
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The following theorem reduces many questions about /i-lattices to ques- 
tions about r-lattices by showing that M(-) induces a category equivalence 
between the category of d-diagrams and the category of /i-lattices. Thus in 
describing indecomposable /l-lattices (and their direct sum behavior), we 
can work in the category of /i-diagrams. (A similar device was used in 
[6, lo] with a slightly different functor.) 
THEOREM 1.3. With notation as in Definition 1.2, M(-) induces a 
category equivalence between the category of A-diagrams and the category of 
A-lattices. 
Proof: It suffices to show that every /i-lattice is isomorphic to one of 
the form M(9) for some /i-diagram 9 and that M(-) is an isomorphism 
on morphism groups. 
Thus, suppose M is a /i-lattice, and let X=TQ, M, x=r@,, M, 
M =f@ l,,,, and /I = g@ 1,. By [IO, Proposition 1.41, A4 is isomorphic to 
the generalized pullback of the epimorphisms c1 and /I, and, identifying M 
with this pullback, X= TM. ([ 10, Proposition 1.41 is stated for the com- 
mutative case only, but the proof works in the non-commutative case as 
well.) 
The problem with X is that it need not be torsion-free, even though M 
is torsion-free. Let T be the torsion submodule of X; we claim that T is 
semisimple artinian. Since c( and p are r-homomorphisms to the semi- 
simple F-module X, it follows that the radical of T, rad( T), is contained in 
both ker(cc) and ker(/I). But ker(cr) A ker@) E M, since M is the generalized 
pullback of tl and b, and hence Tn ker(cr)n ker(/?) = (0) (since M is 
torsion-free). Therefore rad( T) = { 0} a so, 1 and so T is semisimple artinian. 
Let fi = X/T, U = tl( T) + B(T), and &? = X/U. Note that fi is a r-lattice, 
ii? is a T-module, and the maps u and /I induce maps M’ and /?’ making the 
following diagrams commute: 
- 
x--Lx x--Lx 
where v, and v2 are the natural maps. Here ~1’ and /I’ are surjective since 
4 BY and v2 are surjective. Let M’ = {m E fi( x’(m) = /?‘(m)>, the 
generalized pullback of a’ and /I’, and note that I@= I’M’. 
Clearly vi restricted to M is manic, and v,(M) G M’. We claim that v, 
maps M onto M’. Note that we can write T= S, 0 . @ Sk, a direct sum 
of simple r-modules. Then for each index i, (ker(S)) . Si= Si or 
(ker( g)) . Si = Sj (since ker(f) + ker( g) = r). If (ker(f)) . Si = Si, then 
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u(S;) =a((ker(f)) .Si)=f(ker(f)) .m(S;) =O, while if (ker(g)) .Si=O then 
/?(S,) = 0. Thus it follows easily that, for each y E U, y = cc(t) - P(t) for some 
t E T. Now given any m’ E M’, say m’ = m + T, then d(m + T) = /Y(m + T) 
implies a(m) - P(m) E a(T) f fl( T) = U, so that a(m) - j?(m) = cc(t) - b(t) 
for some t E T. Hence m - t E M, where v ,(m - t) = m’. Therefore 
v,(M) = M’, so that MZ M’. 
As an additive functor, M(-) is a homomorphism on morphism groups; 
we need to show that is an isomorphism. Let 9 and & be n-diagrams 
defined by pairs of r-homomorphisms CC’, /I’: X + X and y’, 6’: Y -+ Y, 
respectively, let M= M(9) and N = M(b), and let K be the quotient field 
ofR.ThenwecanviewX=T.MinsideofK.M=K@,Mand Y=T.N 
inside of K. N. If Y is a morphism from 9 to 6 and if M(Y) = 0, then 
M( ul) extends to the zero map from K. M to K. N, which restricts to the 
zero map from X to Y, from which it follows that Y = 0 also. Therefore, 
M(-) is injective on morphism groups. 
If 8 is a n-homomorphism from M(9) to M(8), then 8 extends to a 
K./i-homomorphism from K. X to K. Y, which restricts to a r-homo- 
morphism II/ from X to Y. As above, we can view X= (Z-B, M)/T,,,, and 
Y= (rQ, N)/T,, where T, and T, are the torsion submodules of 
TO,., M and r@,, N, respectively, and we can view X= (To,, M)/ 
(tl’( T,) + /I’( TM)) and F= (TO,, N)/(y’( TN) + 6’( T,)). Then the com- 
mutativity of the diagram 
0 
I 
IQ0 
I 
IQ0 
I 
Y. 8 NA TQN - TQN 
(fora=f@l,andy=f@l,, andfor/?=g@l,and6=gOl,, where 
p and v are the natural maps) induces the maps $ and $ which make the 
following diagram commute (for the induced maps GI’ and y’, and for the 
induced maps /I’ and 6’, where the maps induced from p and v are now 
inclusions): 
N---P 
Thus the maps $ and $ yield a morphism ‘P from 9 to d such that 
M(Y)=& m 
As a consequence of this theorem, it follows that, for Dedekind-like 
R-order A, there is a one-to-one correspondence between indecomposable 
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n-diagrams and indecomposable n-lattices such that the direct sum 
behavior of indecomposables is preserved by this correspondence. In this 
paper, we apply this correspondence to the case of an integral group ring 
ZG when G is of square-free order. 
Throughout the paper, all modules are assumed to be finitely generated 
left modules. In Section 2, we use Theorem 1.3 above to describe indecom- 
posable diagrams (and hence indecomposable lattices) for Dedekind-like 
orders over semilocal principal ideal domains. In Section 3, we show that, 
if G is of square-free order, then the integral group ring ZG is a Dedekind- 
like order. In Section 4, we apply the results of Section 2 to the integral 
group ring ZG for G of square-free order, obtaining a description of all 
genera of indecomposable lattices over such integral group rings. In 
Section 5, we give applications of these results, including answers to the 
following questions. First, for which groups G of square-free order is it the 
case that, whenever M, @ . @ M,V E N, 0 . @ N, (direct sums of 
indecomposable ZG-lattices), s and t must be equal? Second, for which 
groups G of square-free order does ZG have the property that every 
indecomposable ZG-lattice is isomorphic to an ideal of ZG? (In [2] this is 
called property (J), while in [4] such rings are called CLrings.) We note 
that the answer to the second question given here corrects the answer given 
in [a]. 
2. DEDEKIND-LIKE ORDERS OVER 
COMPLETE DISCRETE VALUATION DOMAINS 
In this section we describe the indecomposable lattices of Dedekind-like 
orders over R in the case where R is a complete discrete valuation domain, 
where Theorem 1.3 is easy to apply. Since the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya 
Theorem holds in this case, the direct sum behavior of indecomposables is 
also trivial. We conclude this section by listing a few (known) facts which 
allow us to apply the results for the complete local case to the case in 
which R is an arbitrary semilocal principal ideal domain. 
First we record a standard fact that we use repeatedly (but implicitly) 
throughout this section. (See, for example [3, Proposition 4.33.) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If I- is a hereditary R-order, then every r-lattice is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals each of which is a uniform r-module 
(that is, each of which generates a simple module over the quotient ring of r). 
We begin by fixing the notation that we shall use for all of the results 
over complete discrete valuation domains. 
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Notation 2.2. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and A be a 
Dedekind-like R-order in f. With notation as in 1.1, for each index i, 
1 < id n, let Si be a simple r,-module. Note that we can view Si as a 
simple r-module via either f or g, and, since ker(f;) # ker(g,), these yield 
two non-isomorphic simple r-modules. Let Ui and Vi be the (indecom- 
posable) projective covers of S, viewed as a f-module viafand g, respec- 
tively. As in Definition 1.2, we can form the n-diagram 
for some module surjections xi and ,/Ii. Let Li = M(gi), the pullback of C(~ 
and pi. 
THEOREM 2.3. With notation as above, the distinct isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable A-lattices are the classes of indecomposable r-lattices 
together with the isomorphism classes of the pullbacks L,, . . . . L,. 
Proof Clearly the indecomposable f-lattices, being of uniform dimen- 
sion one, are indecomposable n-lattices and are not isomorphic to any of 
L, , . . . . L,. By Theorem 1.3, L, , . . . . L, are (non-isomorphic) indecomposable 
/i-lattices since they correspond to the (non-isomorphic) indecomposable 
n-diagrams 9,) . . . . G&. 
Conversely, we show that every indecomposable /i-lattice is either an 
indecomposable r-lattice or isomorphic to one of L,, . . . . L,. Let M be an 
indecomposable /i-lattice; by Theorem 1.3, A4 is isomorphic to the pullback 
M(9), where 9 is some indecomposable n-diagram defined by the 
I--surjections 01, b: 1ci + R for some r-lattice fi and F-module M. By 
definition, c( and fl are r-homomorphisms when li;r is viewed as a 
r-module via f: r + F and g: r + i=, respectively. 
If ii;r = 0, then A4 z fi must be an indecomposable r-lattice. 
Therefore suppose &? # 0, say A= Si@ T, where Sj is a simple ri- 
module for some 1 < i < n. Since (rad r)li;i = 0, we get that ~1: I@ -+ Si @ T 
factors through the natural map I@ -+ fi/(rad IJ&, and so, by a projective 
cover argument, we can decompose I@ = X@ W, where X is an indecom- 
posable f-lattice, cr(X) = Si, and m(W) = T. Consider p(X), a semisimple 
F-module. Since b is a r-homomorphism via g: f --* i=, we get that 
ker(g)P(X)=O. But X/(radT)XES; via f:r+F, so that ker(f)XG 
(rad f-)X, and hence ker(f)B(X) = 0 also. Thus since ker( f) + ker( g) = r, 
we get that p(X) = 0, and hence /I(W) = I@. An analogous argument yields 
a decomposition W= Y@ Z, where Y is an indecomposable r-lattice, 
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fl( Y) = Si, p(Z) = T, and a( Y)=O. Then it is easy to check that the 
diagram consisting of t( and p restricted to X@ Y is a direct summand of 
9, so that, since 9 is indecomposable, fi= X@ Y and &%= Si. It now 
follows by an easy argument involving projective covers of Si that 9 E 9,, 
so that Mr Li. 1 
As interesting consequences of the above theorem, we record the 
following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.4. With notation as in 2.2, A has the property that every 
indecomposable A-lattice is isomorphic to a left ideal of A. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the theorem, since L, E Vi@ V, 
for each index i. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. With notation as in 2.2, the simple A-modules are 
precisely the simple r-modules, where, if S and T are non-isomorphic simple 
r-modules, then SE T as A-modules if and only iffor some index i, 1 < i < n, 
S and T are isomorphic to S, viewed as a r-module via f  and g (in either 
order). 
Proof: If X is an indecomposable r-lattice, then X= X/(rad T)X is a 
simple r-module. If X is not isomorphic to one of U,, . . . . U,, or V,, . . . . V,, 
then ker(f)X=Xand ker(g)X=X, so that (ker(f)nker(g))X=X, where 
ker(f) n ker(g) E A, and hence x is a simple A-module. On the other 
hand, for each index i, U,/(rad LJ Ui and V,/(rad L) Vi are both 
isomorphic as A-modules to the simple A-module S, z LJ(rad A) Li. Thus, 
every simple r-module is a simple A-module. 
Clearly every simple A-module is the homomorphic image of some 
indecomposable A-lattice, so that, by the above argument and 
Theorem 2.3, every simple A-module is the restriction to A of a simple 
r-module. Moreover, by a straightforward argument as above, if X is an 
indecomposable r-lattice not isomorphic to one of U,, . . . . U, or Vi, . . . . I’, 
and if Y is any indecomposable r-lattice, then X/(rad T)XE Y/(rad r) Y as 
simple A-modules if and only if XZ Y as indecomposable A-lattices. 
Finally, for indices i #i, Si and S, are not isomorphic as A-lattices since A 
maps onto r by f  (which agrees with g on A), and S; and Sj are not 
isomorphic as r-modules. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. With notation as in 2.2, rad A = rad r. 
Proof: From Corollary 2.5 we get that every simple r-module is also a 
simple A-module, and hence rad A c rad r. Since i= is semisimple artinian, 
rad l-G ker( f) and rad rc ker( g), so that rad rs A. From Corollary 2.5 
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we get that rad r annihilates each simple A-module, and hence 
radrzrad A. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. With notation as in 2.2, the only isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable A-lattices that are not projective are those of U,, . . . . U, and 
v v,. , , ..., 
Proof For each index i, L, is indecomposable, while Iii and V, 
are proper homomorphic images of Li, and hence Ui and Vi cannot be 
projective. 
Conversely, for each index i, L, is an indecomposable A-lattice mapping 
onto the simple A-module S;, and, since Ui and Vi are the only other 
indecomposable A-lattices (up to isomorphism) that can be mapped onto 
Sj (by Corollary 2.5), Li must be the projective cover of Si. Similarly, for 
each indecomposable r-lattice X not isomorphic to any of U,, . . . . U, and 
V ,, . . . . V,, X is the only indecomposable A-lattice (up to isomorphism) 
that can be mapped onto the simple A-module x=X/(rad f)X (by 
Corollary 2.5), and hence X is a projective cover of 1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let M be a A-lattice, where, by Theorem 1.3, M is 
isomorphic to the pullback M(9) f or some indecomposable A-diagram 9 
defined by the r-surjections c(, fl: fi -+ i@ for some r-lattice fi and T-module 
&?. Then with notation as in 2.2, in any decomposition of M into the direct 
sum of indecomposable A-lattices, the number of summands isomorphic to Li, 
for any index i, is the number qf composition factors of A isomorphic to S,. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 1.3, Theorem 2.3, and 
the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem. 1 
For later constructions, we shall find it convenient to have a method 
of graphically displaying A-lattices. Thus, we introduce the notion of 
the graph of a A-lattice. (For an example of a graph of a lattice, see 
Example 4.13.) 
DEFINITION 2.9. Given a A-lattice M, we define the graph 9 of M as 
follows. With notation as in 2.2, if M is an indecomposable r-lattice, let B 
be the isolated vertex 
(labelled by M). If Mr Li for some index i, let 9 be the indecomposable 
pullback graph 
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(a vertex labelled by U;, a vertex labelled by Vi, and an edge connecting 
them). If M is decomposable, write M = MI 0 . . . 0 M,, a direct sum of 
indecomposable A-lattices, and let 99 consist of the disjoint union of the 
graphs of M,, . . . . M,, as defined above. (Note that the vertices of 9 are 
labelled by the indecomposable summands of TM.) 
We note that, by the Krull-SchmidttAzumaya Theorem, the graph (with 
labels) of M is uniquely defined, and determines M up to isomorphism. 
This we record in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.10. With notation as in 2.2, two A-lattices are isomorphic 
if and only if they have the same graphs (with labels). 
Before turning to the final results of this section, in which R is only 
assumed to be semilocal (rather than complete), we note the following 
fact that will enable us to use the above results by going to the rc-adic 
completion for maximal ideals IL of R. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. For arbitrary Dedekind domain R, the localization 
(respectively completion) of the Dedekind-like R-order A is a Dedekind-like 
order over the localization (respectively completion) of R, where the coor- 
dinate rings and congruence maps are simply the localization (respectively 
completion) of those defining A. 
Proof: See [6, Proposition 2.101. 1 
Finally, we consider the case of a Dedekind-like order A over a semilocal 
principal ideal domain R. We begin by listing two well-known propositions 
which connect the structure of A-lattices with lattices of the completions of 
A at the maximal ideals of R. The first of these propositions states that the 
isomorphism class of a lattice is determined by its completions. This fact, 
together with the above proposition, will allow us to work with A-lattices 
by considering their completions at the various maximal ideals of R, where 
the Krull-SchmidttAzumaya Theorem holds and where the above results 
completely describe the indecomposable lattices and their direct sum 
behavior. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain and A an 
R-order, and let M and N be A-lattices. Then M z N if and only if&l, z fi, 
(n-adic completion) for all maximal ideals z of R. 
Proof See [3, Lemma 3 1.41. 1 
The second proposition will allow us to work in the opposite direction 
to construct A-lattices by constructing lattices over each of the comple- 
tions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.13. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain with 
quotient field K, let A be an R-order, and let W, be a AZ-lattice for each 
maximal ideal 71 of R. Then there exists a A-lattice h4 such that A?, z W, 
.for all maximal ideals x of R tf and only tf there exists a K/i-module X such 
that 8, E I?, . W, for all maximal ideals n of R. 
Proof: See [ 17, Theorem 5.31. m 
As in the complete local case above, we define the notion of a graph of 
a lattice for semilocal R, and we express in the notation of graphs two 
elementary consequences of the above propositions. (For an example of a 
graph of a lattice, see Example 4.13). 
DEFINITION 2.14. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain and A a 
Dedekind-like R-order. Given a A-lattice M, we define the graph 9 of M 
to be the disjoint union of the graphs of A, as z ranges over the maximal 
ideals of R. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain and A a 
Dedekind-like R-order. Then two A-lattices are isomorphic if and only if they 
have the same graphs (with labels). 
Proof: Using the definition of the graph of a A-lattice, this follows 
immediately from Propositions 2.11 and 2.12 and Corollary 2.10. 1 
Since the disjoint union of graphs of A-lattices yields the graph for the 
direct sum of the lattices, graphs reflect direct sum behavior. We record this 
fact in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain and A a 
Dedekind-like R-order. Then a A-lattice is decomposable tf and only tf its 
graph is the disjoint union of two non-empty subgraphs, each the graph of a 
A-lattice. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the definition of the graph of a 
A-lattice, the above observation, and Corollary 2.15. 1 
3. INTEGRAL GROUP RINGS 
In this section we show that, if G is a finite group of square-free order, 
then ZG is a Dedekind-like Z-order. In the notation of Definition 1.1, we 
give precise descriptions of hereditary prime Z-orders r,, . . . . I-,,,, semi- 
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simple artinian rings r,, . . . . T,,, and, for each index i, 1 < i 6 n, a pair of 
congruence maps f,: rhCi) + i=; and g,: I-,(i) --* ri such that 
ZG z { (7, , . . . . y,) E r, 0 . 0 f,,, If,(+yh(lJ = gi(yk(,,) for all indices i>, 
where the kernels off,, . . . . f, and g,, . . . . g,, are all pairwise comaximal. 
We divide the argument into two parts. First, we define the coordinate 
rings and use an inductive argument to show that in fact ZG embeds as a 
subdirect sum of these coordinate rings. Second, we define the pairs of 
congruence maps and use a discriminant argument to show that ZG is 
isomorphic to the Dedekind-like ring defined by these maps. 
In fact, the coordinate rings rI, . . . . r, that we shall use to describe LG 
are all skew group rings of the following sort. Let G be a finite group, and 
suppose c G + Gal(UJ[r,]/Q) is a group homomorphism, where [, denotes 
a primitive rth root of unity. We can use c to define a skew group ring 
(as left Z[[,]-lattices), with multiplication induced by uR .u,,= uRh and 
u, . c( = ,f(g) ug for elements g, h E G and c1 E Z[[,], where c&) denotes the 
image of LY under a(g). Under appropriate assumptions, such skew group 
rings are hereditary prime rings. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a finite group and CT: G -+ Gal(Q [[,]/O) a group 
homomorphism defining the skew group ring Z[(,] 0 G, as above. If CT is injec- 
tive and zfr is of square-free order, then Z[[,] 0 G is a hereditary prime ring. 
Proof The assumption that r is of square-free order guarantees that 
the extension a[[,] over the fixed field under a(G) is tamely ramified. 
Since CJ is injective, the result now follows from [3, Example 28.3 and 
Theorem 28.71. 1 
Since the first part of our presentation involves an inductive argument, 
and since the inductive step involves skew group rings, we state and prove 
a result about skew group rings, after which we specialize to the particular 
case of the group ring in which we are interested. Thus we set the following 
notation. 
Notation 3.2. Let G be a finte group of square-free order, and suppose 
CJ: G -+ Gal(Q[[,]/Q) is a group homomorphism, where i, is a primitive 
rth root of unity, and r is also square-free and relatively prime to ICI. Since 
a(G) is abelian, we have that the commutator subgroup G’ < ker(o), and 
hence we let A < ker(a) be a maximal abelian subgroup of ker(a) normal 
in G, where we can assume that G’ <A. (Note that A = (1) if and only if 
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ker(a) = (1 ), since, if G’= (1 ), then G is abelian, and A = ker(o).) By [IS, 
Theorem 9.3.1 and Corollary 9.4.11, there exists an abelian subgroup B < G 
such that G is the semidirect product of A and B. Since G is of square-free 
order, A and B are both cyclic, say A= (a) and B= (h), where 
h . a. h ’ = ak for some positive integer k. Then (T defines a skew group ring 
with multiplication induced by the relations xlA’ = 1, ylB’ = 1, y. x = xk .y 
(with k as above), x . [, = (i,)“‘“’ .x=[,.x (since A <ker(a)), and y.[,= 
w’h’ .Y. 
Let I denote the set of positive integers s such that ker(o) has an element 
of order s. For each index s E I, we define a skew group ring r,, as follows. 
Factor s = sIsz, where s1 divides [A / and s2 divides (BI. Given an element 
a’ E A of order s, , we note that h U’ h ’ = (u’)~ (with h and k as above), 
since a’ is a power of a, where h a. h ’ = uk. We define a group 
homomorphism g,, : B -+ Gal(Q[[,,]/Q) by (i,)“,“” = (i,)“““, ([,,,)“\“’ = 
CL, lk, and (i.J’~‘h’ = [,Y, (where i,,, = {, . [,, . [,, since r and ICI are assumed 
to be relatively prime).-Let B, = B/ker(o,Y) = (b), and let 6,s be the induced 
map from B,T to Gal(Q[[,,,]/Q). Then 6,s defines a skew group ring 
with multiplication induced by the relations z”~’ = 1 and z . [,, = (l,,)‘?‘“’ . z. 
For each index s E Z, factoring s = s, s2 as above, we let 19~:.2[<,] 0 G -+ r,, 
be the Z[[,]-homomorphism induced by B,,(xi .JJ) = (i,,)’ . (cs2)‘. zj. We let 
8: Z[l,]oG+ @.st,r.y be the Z[5,]-h omomorphism whose coordinate 
projection to r,s is 8,s. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. With notation as above, for each index SE I, r, is a 
hereditary prime ring, the map 8,s is a ring surjection from Z[c,] 0 G onto r,, , 
and the map ll embeds Z [[,I 0 G as a subdirect sum of @ ,s t, r,. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, r, is a hereditary prime ring for each index s E 1. 
That each 0, is a ring surjection follows by a straightforward argument, 
since the multiplicative relations defining Z[[,] 0 G are also satisfied by r,, 
for each index s E I. Thus, it suffices to show that 6 is injective. 
Tensoring up to Q, clearly it suffices to show that 1 o @ 8 is an 
isomorphism from Q[{,] o G onto @ sc, Qr,Y. Changing notation, we 
set U = Q[[,] o G and U,Y = QpYs for each s E Z, and we write 8 (in place 
of lo @ 0) for the map from U to @ sc, U,. We show, by induction 
on ]ker(a)], that 8 is an isomorphism, where we recall that 
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0: G + Gal(Q[[,]/Q) is the group homomorphism defining the skew group 
algebra U. 
If ker(a) is trivial, then I= { 1 }, and 0 is clearly the identity map from 
U=Q[[,]oG to U,=Q[[,]oG. 
Thus, suppose lker(cr)l > 1. Then as noted in 3.2 above, IA I> 1 also, so 
we let WE A be an element of prime order p, where (w) is normal in G 
(since A is characteristic normal in G). Consider the ideals 9 = (w - 1) 
and %=(wP ~‘+ . . . + w  + 1) of U. Then wp ’ + . . . + w  + 1 is central 
in U (since, by normality of (w), conjugation in G permutes the 
set {w,w2,...,wP’}), so that y=((wP-‘+ ... +w+l).U. Similarly, 
since conjugation of w  - 1 by an element of G yields wf - 1 = 
(w-l).(w’P1 + ... + w  + 1) (for some positive integer t), we get that 
9 = (w - 1). U. Clearly 9 + JJ = U, since p E 9 + 2 is a unit in U, and 
4 A f = (O}, since wp = 1 implies .a . f = 0. Thus we get an isomorphism 
9: Uz((u/Y)O(U/$). 
We examine more closely the factor rings 2Ii.P and U/2. Let 
A = A/( w ) = (6) and G = G/( w  ), where G is isomorphic to the semi- 
direct product of A and B, so that r~ induces a homomorphism 
0’: G+Gal(Q[I,]/Q). Note that b.ti.b-’ =tik, where b.a.b I =uk as in 
Notation 3.2. We use U’ to define a skew group algebra 
u’=o[~,]~G=pQ[~,] .u’.v’ 
i. , 
with multiplication induced by the relations ulA’ = 1, u”I = 1, u. u = uk u, 
u . [, = ([,)“““’ . U, and u . [, = ([,)““b’ . u. Let x’: U + U’ be the Q [[,I- 
module homomorphism induced by x’(xi ..v’) = d. d. Clearly x’ is a ring 
surjection, since the multiplicative relations defining U are also satisfied by 
U’. It is also clear that .a c ker(X’), since x’(w) = 1. By a straightforward 
(but tedious) argument, ker($) = .a, so that x’ induces an isomorphism 
f’: (U/4) 2 U’. 
Similarly, since r and p are assumed to be relatively prime, we take 
i, = i, . i, 9 so that g induces a homomorphism 0”: G + Gal(Q[i,]/Q) 
given by (c,)““‘“’ = ({,)“‘g’ (where, for each element g E G, S denotes the 
coset g(w) in G=G/(w)), ([,)““‘“‘=[,, and ([p)““‘h’=([p)k (with k as 
above). We use a” to define a skew group algebra 
with multiplication induced by the relations zJA’ = 1, ulEl = 1, v. u = uk. u, 
u .i, = ([,)““‘“’ .u, and u.~,=([,~)““‘~‘.u. Let x”: U-U” be the a[{,]- 
module homomorphism induced by x”(xi .JJ) = (i,)i. ~4’. v’. As above, x” is 
a ring surjection, since the multiplicative relations defining U are also 
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satisfied by U”, and 2 E ker($‘), since x”(w) = (i,)’ for some integer t, 
O< t< p. By a similar argument to that omitted above, ker(X”) =f, so 
that x” induces an isomorphism X”: (U/j) E U”. 
Now ker(a’) = ker(o)/(w), so that Iker(a’)l < Iker(a)l. By induction, we 
have an isomorphism $‘: U’ r @,sE,, Ul., where I’ is the set of orders of 
elements of ker(o’), and each U: is defined from U’ as in Notation 3.2. That 
is, for s E I’, we factor s = s, s2 where s, divides 1x1 and s2 divides IBI, and 
define a group homomorphism al.: B --t Gal(Q[[,,,]/Q) by ([,)“@’ = 
(ir) O’@), (~,,,)“;“’ = ([,,,)““h’, and ([,z)“;(h) = cr2. Then we let B: = 
B/ker(ab) = (h) and 61. be the induced map from Bi. to Gal(Q[[,]/Q), so 
that 0:. defines the skew group algebra 
with multiplication induced by the relations tIEi = 1 and t . [,, = ([,,)““‘h’ t. 
By induction, the projection of II/’ onto U, is given by (I+V),~(U) = [,Y, and 
(Il/‘)s(u) = i.7,. t. 
Similarly, ker(o”) < ker(o)/(w), so that (ker(o”)l < Iker(a)l. Hence, by 
induction, we have an isomorphism $“: U” z @,?, ,,, U:, where I” is the set 
of orders of elements of ker(o”), and where the coordinate rings Ui and the 
coordinate projections ($“)s are defined analogously to the above. Thus, 
the composition of the above isomorphisms yields an isomorphism 
(~‘O~“)O(X’O;C”)OC~:U-,(~,,.,,U’)~(~,~.,,,U”). We show that this 
is the desired isomorphism 8. 
We first claim that I is the disjoint union I’ up . I”. Certainly the union 
is disjoint since p does not divide any of the elements of I’. (Recall that the 
elements of I’ are divisors of Iker(o’)l = lker(a))/p.) If some element 
ge ker(a) has order s relatively prime to p, then 8~ ker(a’) = ker(a)/(w) 
has order s also, so that FEZ’ as well. If some element gE ker(a) has order 
s divisible by p, then 2~ ker(a”) d ker(o)/(w) has order s/p, so that 
s=p.(n/p)Ep.Z”. Thus IL I’ up . I”. Conversely, if some element 
8~ ker(o’) has order s, then g lifts to an element ge ker(a) of order s, SO 
that SE I. If some element 2 E ker(o”) has order s (relatively prime to p), 
then 2 lifts to an element g E ker(a) of order s, and g commutes with the 
element w  E G of order p (since g E ker(o”)), so that gw E ker(a) has order 
ps, and hence ps E I. Therefore I’ up . I” c_ Z as well. 
For each index s E I’, the map 0:: B -+ Gal(Q[<,,]/Q) defined above is 
identical to the map g., defined in Notation 3.2, so that U: z U,. Similarly, 
for each index s E I”, the map a: : B --f Gal(Q [c,,]/O) defined above is 
identical to the map o,, defined in Notation 3.2, so that U: g U,,. Thus the 
above composition of isomorphisms (q’ @ $“) 0 (x’ @ X”) 0 cp maps U to 
(o.s.,~~‘)o(o.s.,~~“)~~.,.,~. 
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Finally we note that, for given index SEZ not divisible by p, and the 
factorization s = si sq where s, divides ]A ) and s2 divides 1E1, the coordinate 
projection onto U, yields ($‘@ $“),o (~‘0 x”) o p(x) = (II/‘), o 2’0 q(x) = 
(V),(u)=is,=Q,(x) and (II/‘O~“),~(X’OX~)~~~(Y)=(I~I’),~X’~(P(Y)= 
(II/‘), (0) = i,, . t = O,(y), so that we have equal projections (+’ @ I,+“),, 0 
(2’0 2”) 0 cp = 19,~ onto the coordinate U,. Similarly, for each index s E I”, 
(~‘O~“),a(X’OX”)o(p=eps. Thus, (~‘O$“)~(~‘~~“)~cp=8. 1 
Since we are interested in the case r = 1 in the above proposition, we list 
this case separately. 
COROLLARY 3.4. With notation as in 3.2, the map 0 embeds HG as a sub- 
direct sum of @,,,Z[[,] 0 B,, where Z is the set of orders of elements of G. 
For each index SEZ, with s =s,s2 as above, the projection onto coordinate s 
is induced by O,(x) = [,, and 8, (y) = is2 . z. 
We record another immediate corollary of the above proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.5. With notation as in 3.2, QG E @ St I Q[[,T] 0 B,T, where 
Z is the set of orders of elements of G. 
In the remainder of this section, we determine the pairs of congruence 
maps that define the image of 8 as a Dedekind-like Z-order in 
@,,,2[[,] 0 B,. We begin by setting the notation and defining the 
congruence maps. 
Notation 3.6. With notation as in 3.2, let p be a prime dividing ICI, and 
suppose that pt EZ, so that G has an element of order pt. Recall that the 
skew group ring Z,, = H[[,,] 0 B,, is defined via the group homomorphism 
r7’p,: BP, + Gal(Q[[,,]/Q). Let aP,,P be the composition of (rP, with the 
natural map to Gal(Q[[,]/Q), that is, ([r)u~~~p(6) = ([I)‘pp1(6), where 
B,, = (6). For each n dividing 1 ker(a,,, P)l, G has an element of order tn, 
since the element of ker(a,,,) f d o or er n must commute with an element 
of G of order t. Note that B,, = B,,/ker(a p,, ,,), independently of the divisor 
n of Jker(apLp)]. Let 
and let ftn,p: L + Cn,p be the natural map. We define g,, p_: Z,, -+ r,,,, p as 
follows. We have cp, = ifIt,, 0 BP,, and we let s,,.,(i,) = 1, s,,,,(i,) = r,, 
and g,, ,(@ = L . b, where, by a slight abuse of notation, we write 
B,, = (6) and B,, = (b). It is straightforward to check that g,n,p is also a 
well defined ring surjection. 
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LEMMA 3.7. With notation as above, each r,,, p is u semisimple artinian 
Z,-algebra. 
Proof: The standard proof of Maschke’s Theorem (see, for example, [3, 
Theorem 3.141) can be easily seen to apply to skew group rings where the 
coefficient ring is a direct sum of fields and the order of the group is a unit. 
In this case, Z[[,,,]/(p) is a direct sum of fields since p is relatively prime 
to tn and hence is unramified in Z[c,,,], and lB,,,l is a unit in Z,, since p 
does not divide 1 B,,I, where B,,, = B,,/ker( o,,,, P). Thus, r,,,, p is a semisimple 
artinian ring. i 
LEMMA 3.8. With notation as in 3.6, the pairs qf maps j;,, p und g,,, p as 
p ranges over all prime divisors of ICI, t ranges over all integers such that 
pt E I, and n ranges over all divisors of Iker(a,,,.,)I, sutisfy the independence 
conditions. (See Definition 1.1.) 
Proof: Certainly it suffices to prove the independence conditions locally 
at each prime p dividing IGI. (At other primes, r becomes zero, so that the 
congruence maps are trivially surjective and have comaximal kernels.) For 
such a prime p, the non-trivial congruence maps are the localizations of the 
pairs fin p and gm,p as t ranges over integers such that pt E I and n ranges 
over divisors of 1 ker(oP,, ,,)I. By definition, f,,,, p : f ,~ -+ r,,, p is surjective and 
is the only congruence map having f,, as domain (among those non-trivial 
when localized at p). Therefore, the independence conditions involving f,,,, p 
are clearly satisfied. 
On the other hand, given pt E 1, the maps g,H,p: r,,, + P,,,,, as n ranges 
over divisors of (ker(cp,,p)l, are the congruence maps having r,, as domain 
(among those non-trivial when localized at p). Since these maps are all sur- 
jective, it suffices to show that their kernels are pairwise comaximal. Thus, 
let m and n be distinct divisors of Iker(a,,,,)l, and consider ker( g,,, P) and 
ker(g,,,). If we let d,(X) and 4,,(X) d enote the m th and n th cyclotomic 
polynomials, respectively, then we note that, by definition (in 3.6) 
d,(6) E ker( g,m,p) and 4,,(b) E ker(g,,,,), where B,, = (6). But also 
P E kerkrm,,J since g,,,,([,) = 1. In the polynomial ring Z,, [X], d,,(X) and 
d,(X) are relatively prime (since p is relatively prime to both m and n, and 
m #n), and hence 1 is in the ideal of Z[X] generated by p, d,,(X), and 
b,(X). This implies that 1 E (p, d,(h), 4,(h)) c ker( g,,, P) + ker( g,,,,) in 
r,, , so that g,,,. p and g,, p have comaximal kernels. 1 
Our proof that the above congruence maps are sufficient to describe ZG 
involves a calculation of discriminants. We review the necessary definitions. 
(See also [ 17, Section 10)). If Q is an R-order in a separable algebra of 
dimension t over the quotient field of R, then the discriminant of 52 over R 
is defined to be the ideal disc.(Q) generated by the elements 
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det [Tr,,,(wi . wj)] as (0, , . . . . w,) ranges over r-element subsets of R, 
where Tr,,, denotes the trace from Q to R. If {o,, . . . . w,} is a free R-basis 
for Q, then disc,(Q) is the principal ideal R. det[Tr,!,(o, . wi)]. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let R be the ring of integers in some algebraic number field, 
S an integral extension of R, H a group of automorphisms of S fixing R, and 
!C? = SC H a skew group ring (with R in its center). Then disc,(Q) = 
(1 HI rn RI . disc,(S)‘“‘), where discR(S) is the ordinary discriminant of S 
over R, and [Q : R] denotes the rank qf 52 as an R-lattice. 
Proof: By [17, Exercise 4.131, it suffices to prove the result locally, 
where there is an integral basis { CY i, . . . . a,} for S over R. Let H = {h, = 1, 
h 2, . . . . A,,}, so that a basis for Q = So H over R is given by 
{ c( 1, ..., a,,,; a, . h,, . . . . a, . h,; . . . . a, . h,,, . . . . cr,, . h,}. Clearly Tr,,,(cc, . h, . aj. h,s) 
= Tr,,,(a,. (ai)“. h, . h,s) is 0 unless h,. h,, = 1, in which case it is 1 HI . 
TrsjR(ai. (a,Jhr)). Thus, the matrix [ITr,,,(a, .h,.q.h.,)l, G,,,Qm:I sr,.y<,l is 
a block permutation matrix where the (r, s)-block (for h, . h,, = 1) is given 
by ClHl .Tr,,(a,.(a~i)h’)ll~i,I~m. We claim that det[Tr,,(a,. (aj)hr)] = 
det[Tr,,,(a,.aj)], which, by the above remarks, is disc,(S). From this it 
will follow that det[Trnl,Ja,. h, .z,. h,)] = /HI’“‘” .disc,(S)“, which 
completes the proof. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove the claim. Note that, since h, is an 
automorphism of S, the set { (a,)hr, . . . . (a,)‘+} is also an integral basis for 
S over R. Thus, we can write 
(a,)hr= f b,,j.a,, 
k=l 
where the determinant of the matrix [bk,,] is a unit in R. Now 
= C c (b/c,. Tr,&, . ak)) k 1 
= CTrsjR(ai.ak)l. Cbk,jI. 
Taking determinants proves the claim. 1 
We are now ready to prove that we have found all of the congruence 
relations. 
THEOREM 3.10. With notation us in 3.2 and 3.6, the map 8: ZG + 
@,,, , r, is an isomorphism from LG onto the subset Sz qf @ Yt, r,, 
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consisting of those elements ( y,,), t , satisfying the congruence relations 
f,,,,(y,,,) = g,,,JYp,) as p ranges over all prime divisors of ICI, t ranges over 
all integers such that pt E I, and n ranges over all divisors of Iker(crpLp)l. 
Moreover, these congruence maps define R as a Dedekind-like Z-order in 
0 ., t I r.5. 
Proof: Let us write I-= GsE, r,, r= Qp,t,,, rm,p, and A = 8(ZG). For 
all ~EZG, clearly f,,,,(O,,(y))= g,,,,,(O,,(y)) for each p, t, and n, so that 
A ~!2 E IY We show that disc,(A) = disc,(Q), so that, by [ 17, Exer- 
cise4.131, A =Q. 
We first note that disc,(A) =disc,(ZG)= (IGl)“’ by an easy computa- 
tion using the elements of G as a basis for ZG over Z and using the fact 
that Tr,,,,(l)=IGI and Tr,,,,(g)=O for g# 1. 
Since discriminants localize, it suffices to show that disczp((Q),)= 
discLp( (ZG),) for each rational prime p. But by [ 17, Theorem 41.11, if p 
does not divide ICI, then (ZG), is a maximal order, so that (ZG), = (Q),. 
Thus, by the above, it suffices to show that disZp((Q),,) = (p)‘“’ for each 
prime p dividing ICI. 
Note that, by Lemma 3.8, the congruence maps defining Q are inde- 
pendent, so that Ir/Ql = lrl. That is, !2 is the kernel of the additive map 
from r onto r which sends i~.,).,~, to {fin,p(~m)-g,,,p(Ypr)jp,I,n, as P 
ranges over prime divisors of ICI, t over integers such that pt E Z, and n 
over divisors of Iker(o,,,, P)l. Th’ IS map is surjective (by the independence 
conditions), so that r/C! z r as abelian groups. 
Fix a prime p dividing ICI. By [ 17, Exercise 4.131, we have discZp((Sz),) 
= (or4p((r),l(Q),))2 . disc,$r),)~ w  h ere in this case, ordZp((r),,/(Q)J = 
I(Z)J(Q),l = I(r/Q),l. By the above argument, /(r/Q),,1 = I(r),l, so that 
or4,,W7,lW),J = I($),1 
where t ranges over all integers such that pt E I and n ranges over all 
divisors of Iker(rJp,.p)l. But Ir,,l,pl = pVp(‘R).‘ESnI = p[r~n’zl, where cp is the 
Euler q-function and [r,,, : Z] denotes the rank of T,, as a Z-lattice. Thus, 
(ordZ,((T),/(Q)O))2 = p* zrr;n’sl 
the sum taken over all t and n as above. 
We also note that 
d%$r)J = n disczp((rJ,). A(El 
There are three types of elements s of I that we need to consider. Suppose 
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first that s = at for some integer t. Then by Lemma 3.9 above and [20, 
Theorem 7-5-81, 
diSczp((~,,),) = (IBprl ch’01 .di~c,~((~[S~,])~)‘~~“) 
=(p) (P -2)-df)-I47il 
(since p cannot divide lBp,]), where, as above, cp denotes the Euler 
q-function. 
On the other hand, suppose s = tn for some integers t and n such that 
pt E I and n divides 1 ker(o,,,, )I. Then by Lemma 3.9 above and [20, 
Theorem 7-5-81, 
diSczp((~,,),) = (IB,,I [rtn’nl .disc,p((~[[,,I])P)iBini) 
=(I) 
(again, because p cannot divide lB,,l). Note that, for pt E I and as n ranges 
over divisors of Iker(crp,,p)l, 
where we use the fact (see Notation 3.6) that IB,,,I = IB,l for each n, and 
(B,,( = (ker(c,,,,)/ . (B,(. Thus, fixing pt E I and allowing n to range over the 
divisors of ]ker(~plp)]r we get that 
P 
2 .Z[J-,, : Z] 
. (P) If$d.(P-2) v(t) 
=P zcrt, : HI . (P) VP(r)- lE,!l . (p) (P-2l~~P(~l~I~,,l 
= zC~m.rl P .(p)‘“- l).dO lE,,l 
P art” : Zl . (,)vorl’ l4Jll 
=pCrp,:nl+zCrwrl 
Finally, suppose that s E I has neither of the above forms. We claim that 
this can only occur if p divides (B(. Suppose on the contrary, that p divides 
(A 1, and factor s = s , s2, where s 1 is relatively prime to ) B,J while s2 divides 
IBJ. Then G would have an element of order ps,, and s2 would divide 
) BPs,(, so that s = s1 s2 would have the form of the second case considered 
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above, contrary to assumption. Thus, p does divide 1 BI, and, since ps 4 Z, 
p must divide lB,l. Now by Lemma 3.9 above and [20, Theorem 7-5-81 
disczp((rx),) = (IB,I Crs’ol .disc,p((~[i,,])p)‘B~‘) 
= (p)rf‘t a 
Putting together all of the above computations yields disc,p((52)p) = 
(P) 
r[r, : Z] where the sum ranges over all s E I. But C,, ,[r, : Z] = 
~,,,[Ql-::O] = [QG:Q] = ICI, 
disczp( (A )p), as claimed. 
so that discZp((Q),) = (p)‘“’ = 
Thus, f3(ZG) = Q, where, by Proposition 3.3 and Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, D 
is a Dedekind-like Z-order in r. 1 
“We note that, for tn~ I and primes qf p, the q-adic completion 
(T1,,, p)y = 0, while the p-adic completion (P,,,,,)p z r,,,,p. Thus we can 
apply Proposition 2.11 to Theorem 3.10 to obtain a description of ZG at its 
completions. 
COROLLARY 3.11. With notation as in 3.2 and 3.6, the p-adic completion 
(d), of 0 is an isomorphism from (ZG), onto the subset Q of @ ~ t, (p.v), 
consisting of those elements (ys)Scl satisfying the congruence relations 
ftn, ,(y,,) = g,,,, ,(Y,,,) as t ranges over all integers such that pt E I and n ranges 
over all divisors qf 1 ker(o,,, ,,)I, where f,,, p and S,,,, p are the p-adic c?mple- 
tions qf the maps fr,,.p and g ,,,, ,,, respectively, and map onto j-‘r,,.p 2 (r ,,,, p)p. 
4. GENERA OF INDECOMPOSABLE ZG-LATTICES 
In this section we use the results of the previous sections in order to 
describe the genera of ZG-lattices when G is of square-free order. We 
conclude this section with an example in which we explicitly compute the 
graphs of two ZG-lattices. 
In order to be able to apply Propositions 2.12 and 2.13 and Corollary 
3.11, we begin by identifying a localization of ZG with the property that 
lattices over the localization correspond to genera of ZG-lattices. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Given a group G of square-free order, let 2 = n Z,, 
where the intersection is over localizations at all primes p dividing [Cl. Then 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between genera of ZG-lattices and 
isomorphism classes of ZG-lattices obtained by associating with the genus of 
the ZG-lattice M the isomorphism class of the ??G-lattice I@= 2 Oa M. 
Moreover, M is indecomposable as a ZG-lattice if and&only if a is indecom- 
posable as a ZG-lattice. 
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Proof: The first statement follows from [3, Corollary 23.14 and 
Proposition 31.151, while the second statement is [16, Theorem 1.21. i 
Thus, we focus our attention on characterizing ZG-lattices. Using 
Propositions 2.12 and 2.13, it suffices to consider the completions (ZG), as 
p ranges over the divisors of ICI. The description of these completions as 
Dedekind-like order is given in Corollary 3.11, and hence Theorem 2.3 
describes the isomorphism classes of indecomposable (zG),-lattices. 
According to Theorem 2.3, the indecomposable (zG),-lattices are the 
indecomposable lattices over the coordinate rings of the completion (f),, 
(see Definition 1.1 ), together with the pullbacks of pairs of indecomposable 
lattices over the coordinate rings (see Notation 2.2). The isomorphism 
classes of pullbacks of pairs of indecomposable lattices over the coordinate 
rings are in one-to-one correspondence with the simple components of the  ^  ^
completion (r),,. Thus the problem is to describe (r), as a direct sum of 
simple subrings and the maps from the coordinate rings onto these simple 
rings. We begin by setting some of the notation needed in this section and 
stating an elementary fact about the completions of the coordinate rings 
Nofution 4.2. Following the notation of 3.2, for each index SE Z, let 
Q, = a[[,], let Z, be the integral closure of Z in Q,, let K, be the fixed 
field of Q, under the action of B,s, let R, be the integral closure of Z in K,, 
and let p, = 1 B,l. For a ring R, we let M,,(R) denote the ring of n x n 
matrices over R. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. With notation as above, ifp is a prime dividing ICI, the 
p-adic completion (fS), is a hereditary order in (of,), z M,( (KS),) 2 
OS MB,((KS)a), where 23 ranges over the distinct prime ideals of R,s 
containing p, and each (K,7), is a field. If X is an indecomposable r,-lattice, 
then the p-adic completion ft, E @ Tt 8,, where 8 ranges over the distinct 
prime ideals of R, containing p, and each (8), is an indecomposable ( f,),- 
lattice.-If p does not divide s, then (p’,), is isomorphicAto the full matrix ring 
Mp,((Rs)p) = 0 w MB,((R,h), where each M,((R,,),) has a unique 
indecomposable lattice (up to isomorphism). 
Proof: By [3, Theorem 26.21a], (fS)p is also hereditary. By [3, 
Example 28.31, Qr, % M,,(K,), where by [ 13, Theorem 17.71, (or,), z 
M,?((K,),) g 0% LV~,((K,)~) as !J ranges over the distinct prime ideals of 
R, containing p. 
If X is an indecomposable r,-lattice, then, since r,, is hereditary, X is a 
full lattice in the simple K,. r,Y-module K,. Xr MD7 x ,(KJ), the module of 
fi, x 1 column vectors over K,. By [ 13, Theorem 17.73, .?p z @ rt 8,, 
where ‘9 ranges as above, and hence each 2, is a full (f’,).-lattice in the 
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simple M,,$(I?,),-module (I?,), .(*),, r M,jsX ,(I?,),l,. Therefore, each (R),, 
must be indecomposable. 
Since each ‘1) is maximal in R,,, clearly each (I?,)Y, is a field. If p does not 
divide s, then p is unramified in the extension Z[{,Y] over R,s, so that, by 
[3, Theorem 28.51, (F,), is a maximal order in its quotient ring. The last 
statement now follows from [ 17, Corollary 17.41. fl 
By combining the above proposition with Proposition 2.13, we can give 
a necessary and sufficient condition that lattices over the completions of 
ZG can be pieced together to form a lattice over fG. 
COROLLARY 4.4. With notation as in 4.2, let Il he a set of prime divisors 
of /GI, and suppose that We is a (tG),-lattice with graph $, for each prime 
p E II. Then there exists a RG-lattice M such that I@, z W, ,for each prime 
p E II {f and only if, for each index s E I, there is an integer p,, such that, for 
each prime p E II, $, contains Y,~ vertices lubelled by indecomposable ( f,),,- 
lattices for each prime ideal ‘I) of R, containing p. (Here pJ is the uniform 
dimension of the 2 r,,-lattice r, M.) 
ProoJ Suppose that M is a ZG-lattice such that h?p g W,, for each 
prime pEZ7. If we let r= @,,t, 2. r,, then by Theorem 1.3, there exists a 
r-lattice X, a r-module M, and a pair of maps a, j: X+ R such that 
ME {m E X/ a(m) = /J(m)}, the pullback of a and /3. Let p, be the uniform 
dimension of the 2 . r,,-lattice r, X (that is, the number of indecomposable 
summands in any direct sum decomposition of r,. A’). By [6, Proposi- 
tion 2.101, for each prime p E Z7, the p-adic completion I@,, is the pullback 
of the p-adic completion of the maps CI and /I’, so that the vertices of $, (the 
graph of &,,E W,) are labelled by the indecomposable lattices in a direct 
sum decomposition of (8),. But by Proposition 4.3, for any prime ideal ?I? 
of R, containing p, (fs)n (8), is the direct sum of ps indecomposable lat- 
tices, which is then the number of vertices of $ labelled by indecomposable 
(I=,),-lattices. 
Conversely, suppose that, for each index s E I, there is an integer ps such 
that, for all primes p E Z7, $ contains P,~ vertices labelled by indecom- 
posable (f,),,-lattices for each prime ideal %I of R, containing p. By 
Proposition 2.13, it suffices to show that there exists a QG-module X such 
that kp % o,, . W, for each prime p E IZ. From Corollary 3.5, we get that 
QG? OJt, Q r,, where, as in Proposition 4.3, each Q . r, r MBV(K,Y), a 
simple artinian ring. For each index s E Z, let X,s be a simple Q I’,-module, 
and let X= 0 so, (X,)‘““, where (A’ )(ps) denotes the direct sum of p, copies 
of X,. We claim that (8), g 0, Wi for each prime p E 17. Certainly (xJp g 
OIC, ((fJ,P)~ and for given index s E Z, we have (8,), g @ B (X,), , 
where ?I3 ranges over prime ideals of R, containing p, so”that ( (X,),)‘p5’ z 
en ((i,5),)‘p,). Now $, is the graph of W,, where ?$, has pY vertices 
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labelled by indecomposable (jl,),-lattices for each 23 as above. Hence, by 
the definition of a graph in 2.9, it is easy to see that a direct sum 
decomposition of Qpp. Wp has ps summands isomorphic to (ys), for each 
% as above. Therefore, 
Since this holds for all indices s E I, we get that (8), 2 0,. W,. 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A4 and N be ?G-lattices with graphs 4 and Y$, 
respectively, for each prime p dividing ICI, and, for each index s E I, let pS 
and K, be the integers such that, for each prime p dividing ICI, F$ (respec- 
tively Xp) contains p, (respectively K,) vertices labelled by indecomposable 
(fS),-lattices for each prime ideal B of R, containing p. Then A4 is 
isomorphic to a sublattice of N if and only if p, < K, for all indices s E I. 
Proof: Note that M is isomorphic to a sublattice of N if and only if 
Q . A4 is isomorphic to a sublattice of Q N. But by Corollary 4.4, for each 
index s E Z, p, (respectively K,) is the uniform dimension of the .? s r,-lattice 
I’, . M (respectively r,. N), which is the uniform dimension of the semi- 
simple Q . r,-module Q . r, A4 (respectively Q . r, . N), since each coor- 
dinate ring r, is a hereditary Z-order. But each ring Q . r, is a simple 
artinian ring, so that the result follows. m 
From Corqllary 3.11 we note that, for each prime p dividing ICI, the 
completion (i=), is the direct sum of the (semisimple) rings r,,, p as t ranges 
over all integers such that pt EZ and n ranges over all divisors of 
Iker(gp,, p)l. Proposition 4.3 will allow us to break down the rings i=m,p into 
direct sums of simple rings by viewing them as homomorphic images of 
(P,,),. But first we introduce the remaining notation which will also allow 
us to describe quite precisely the coordinate rings (f,,,), and the pairs of 
congruence maps onto the simple rings. For the remainder of this section, 
we focus on a particular prime p and a particular coordinate pt E I. 
Notation 4.6. Continuing the notation of 4.2, fix a prime p dividing IGI 
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and an element pt E Z, and let n be a divisor of I ker(gp,, ,,)I. Recall from 
Notation 3.6 that fi,, = III,,1 = lB,I. Set B = /I,,, = III,1 and M = Iker(e,,,,p)lr so 
that lBp,,l = CI . /?. Let us write p R, = !B, . ... ‘%J3,, a product of distinct 
primes, since p is unramified in Z[<,]. Because R,c R,, and R,G R,,,, the 
p-adic completion decomposes f,,z,p and gm,p into the direct sums of the 
completions at VI, . . . . $J, (see [ 13, Section 171). That is 
and similarly for (gm,p)p. F’ IX some index i, 1 < i < r, and write ‘$J = $Jj. 
Note that R,/‘$] E R,/‘$ for each index j. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. With notation as above, ‘$3 . R,, = X2, . ..Qqp( ,,,, a product 
of distinct primes, where q is the Euler q-function. Here the degree of the 
extension K,, over K, is q(n), so that P splits completely in the extension, 
and each R,,/II, z R,/Y. 
Proof: Note that Q,, c K,,, since B,, acts trivially on [,. Since n divides 
j ker(op,, p)l and B,, is cyclic, B,, has an element of order n which acts 
trivially on c,. Therefore, the group of order n generated by this element 
acts faithfully on cp, so that n divides p - 1. By [3, Proposition 4.341, p 
splits completely in the extension Q, over Q, that is, p . Z,, is the product 
of distinct prime ideals whose residue fields are isomorphic to Z/p??. Let F 
be the decomposition field of the prime p in the extension K, over Q, and 
let S be the integral closure of Z in F. (See [20, Section 4101.) Then p 
splits completely in the composite extension F. Q, over Q (since both F 
and Q, are contained in the decomposition field of the prime p in the 
extension F. Q, over Q). Thus, ‘p’= Sn ‘$ splits completely in the 
extension F. Qp, over F. But [Q, : Q] b [F.Q, : F] 2 [K,, : K,] = 
[CD, : Q], so that [F.Qn, : F] = [K,, : K,]. Since ‘p’ must remain prime in 
the extension K, over F, it follows that ‘$3’ R, = ‘$ must split completely in 
the extension K,, over K,. Finally, [K,, : K,] = [Q, : Q] = q(n), so that 
‘p . R,, factors as the product of q(n) distinct primes Qr, . . . . X&n), where 
each R,,/Diz R,/!Q. 1 
COROLLARY 4.8. With nota@on as in 4.6, the P-adic completion (f,,), z 
@pF/ Ma((R,,),), so that (r,n,p)ru 2 MB(R,/g)(qP(n)) (the direct sum of 
q(n) copies of the simple artinian ring MB(R,/g)). 
Proof: The first statement follows immediately from Proposition 4.7, as 
in Proposition 4.3, so that 
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(i,,,,, z (P,,),I(P . (L), 
9(n) 
z 0 V,,,)*,/.cl,~ (L), 
j= I 
where, by Proposition 4.7, each R,,JDir R,/1). m 
PROPOSITION 4.9. With notation as in 4.6, ‘!j2 R,, = QCp ~ “/‘, where II is 
a prime ideal in Rpt. Here the degree of the extension K,, over K, is 
(p- 1)/u, so that ‘p is completely ramified in the extension, and R,,/I1z 
WV. 
Proof: Note that Q, n K,, = K,, since the action of B, on [, is induced 
by that of Bpf. The prime ideal ‘p is unramified in the extension Q, over 
K,, but each prime factor of ‘p. Z, is totally ramified in the extension Qepr 
over Q,. (That is, ‘$3 .Z, factors as a product of distinct primes in Z,, but 
for each prime factor ‘$3’ of ‘$I. Z,, v’ . Z,, is a power of a prime ideal with 
residue class field isomorphic to Z,/‘$‘.) Therefore, Q, is the inertia field of 
‘p in the extension Q,, over K,. (See [20, Section 4101.) But then the 
inertia field of Cp in the extension K,, over K, must be contained in 
Qe, n K,, = K,, so that K, is itself the inertia field of ‘$J in the extension Kp, 
over K,. Thus, ‘p is completely ramified in the extension K,, over K,. Now 
note that [a,,: K,]= [Q,,,: Q,].[Q,: K,] =(p- l).p and [Q,,: K,,]= 
1 BP,1 = t(. /I, so that [K,, : K,] = (p - 1 )/!I. Hence ‘p. R,, has the form 
DcI’pp IJig, where R,,lli z R,/?). 1 
Propositions 4.3 and 4.9 and Corollary 4.8 allow us to give a detailed 
description of the completion (fp,)V and the coordinate maps (g,,l,p),. 
COROLLARY 4.10. With notation as in 4.6, (fp,l),Jrad(fp,),z 
0, (L,pL@D, where the sum is over all integers n dividing c( = I ker(a,,, ,,)I. 
Viewing M, ,)( (l?,,),) as the ring of cz x tl matrices over MB( (rip,),), the ‘$adic 
completion (fp,), is isomorphic to the subring of M, .,((&),) consisting of 
matrices whose entries above the diagonal are elements of ‘$ ’ M,((i?,,),) 
and whose entries on and below the diagonal are from Ma((l?,,),). (See [ 17, 
Section 391.) (f,,), has a distinct indecomposable lattices (up to 
isomorphism). 
Proof: By independence of the maps ( g,,l,p),U, (pp,), maps onto 
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0, (F,,,,), via the map 2 whose coordinate projection onto (f,, p)V is 
(S,,, p)q. Certainly rad(pp,), c ker( g), since @ ,, (r,,, p)Q is a semisimple 
artinian ring, so that 2 induces a surjection from (f,,,),/rad(fp,), onto 
@ n (r,,, p)W. Now, by Corollary 4.8, 
since the sum of q(n) as n ranges over divisors of c( = Iker(gpLp)l is just cc 
Thus, (f,,,),/rad(fp,,), has a summand isomorphic to MB(R,/!$I)‘“‘. But by 
Proposition 4.9, (fp,), r (cp,),, where, by Proposition 4.3, (f,,,), is a 
hereditary order in M, P((Kp,)C). Therefore, from [ 17, Theorem 39.141, it 
follows that (~~~)la/rad(~~,), z M&R,/(U)‘“‘. The remaining statements 
now follow from [ 17, Theorem 39.14 and Corollary 39.181. 1 
Putting together the above results, we can list the pullbacks that occur 
as indecomposable (ZG),-lattices. (See Notation 2.2 and Theorem 2.3.) 
COROLLARY 4.11. With notation as in 4.6, the p-adic completion (fr,), 
has r . c( distinct indecomposable lattices (up to isomorphism). For each 
indecomposable (ft,,),-lattice V, there is a unique integer n dividing CI and a 
unique indecomposable (f,,),-lattice U (up to isomorphism) such that there 
is an indecomposable pullback graph (with vertices labelled by U and V) 
(See Definition 2.9.) Conversely, for each integer n dividing LX, the p-adic 
completion (f,,), has r .cp(n) distinct indecomposable lattices (up to 
isomorphism). For each indecomposable ( f,,),-lattice U, there exists a 
unique indecomposable (fr,,,),-lattice V such that there is an indecomposable 
pullback graph with vertices labelled by U and V. 
ProoJ By Corollary 4.10, the p-adic completion CT,,),, has r. u distinct 
indecomposable lattices (up to isomorphism), and en Frn,* has r . CI dis- 
tinct simple modules (up to isomorphism), where n ranges over divisors of 
a = Iker(o,,,,)l. Also by Corollary 4.10, we can view each simple F,n,p- 
module as a (fp,),-module via (g:,, p)p and as a (ft,),-module via (fl,,, p)p. 
Thus, for each indecomposable (_T,,),-lattice V, there is a unique integer n 
dividing CI and a unique simple Tm,p- module S (up to isomorphism) such 
that V is the projective cover of s via ( gm,p), and there is a unique 
indecomposable (f,,),-lattice U (up to isomorphism) such that U is the 
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projective cover of S via (f,,,,),. By Theorem 2.3, given V, U is the unique 
indecomposable (f,,),-lattice (up to isomorphism) among all divisors n of 
c( such that there is an indecomposable pullback whose graph is the 
indecomposable pullback graph with vertices labelled by U and V. 
Similarly, given U, V is the unique indecomposable (fp,),-lattice (up to 
isomorphism) such that there is an indecomposable pullback whose 
graph is the indecomposable pullback graph with vertices labelled by U 
and V. 1 
We can use the above information to describe the p-adic completion 
(ZG), as a lattice over itself. 
COROLLARY 4.12. With notation as in 4.2, for some prime p dividing ICI, 
let B be the graph of (ZG), as a lattice over itself Then for each index SE I 
relatively prime to p and for each indecomposable ( f,,),-lattice U, the graph 
Y contains /I, = 1 B,I vertices labelled by indecomposable (f3)r-lattices 
isomorphic to U. Moreover, tf s = tn for some integers t and n such that pt E I 
and n divides Iker((rp,.p)l, h t en each such vertex is part of an indecomposable 
pullback graph 
(for appropriate indecomposable (fro,-lattice V, as in Corollary 4.11). For 
each index pt E I and for each indecomposable (fr,,),-lattice V, the graph 97 
contains fl, = lB,l = IB,,l/lker(cr,,,,)I vertices labelled by indecomposable 
(f,,,),-lattices isomorphic to V, and each such vertex is part qf an inde- 
composable pullback graph as above (for appropriate indecomposable 
(f,,),-lattice U for appropriate integer n as in Corollary 4.11.) 
Proof: The description of (2G), is given in Corollary 3.11, which yields 
a diagram for (ZG), (see Definition 1.2). We can use this diagram to obtain 
the graph Y. Given an index s E I relatively prime to p, by Proposition 4.3, 
(fJ), E 0 F (f,), g 0 ‘p M,((Ri,),), where $3 ranges over prime ideals of 
R,, containing p. But then for each indecomposable (fs),-lattice U, a direct 
sum decomposition of (fs), contains /?, summands isomorphic to U, from 
which the first statement follows. Given s = tn for some integers t and n 
such that pt E Z and n divides Iker(o p,,p)l, then by Corollary 4.8, (f,,,,). 
maps (fI,)% onto (r,,, p)m z MtJR,,,/!JI) (for each prime ideal ‘$3 of R,, 
containing p). If U is the unique indecomposable M,Y((R?,),-lattice (up to 
isomorphism), then Mps( (R,Y),) r U(“fn) maps onto M,,,(R,,/!@) g 17(~~~), 
where u is the unique simple M,JR,,J(P)-module (up to isomorphism). 
Therefore, by Corollary 2.8, each of the fi,,, vertices labelled by U must be 
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part of the p,, indecomposable pullback graphs as above (for appropriate 
indecomposable V). 
The last statement follows from Corollaries 4.10 and 2.8 by a similar 
argument. 1 
Corollaries 4.4, 4.11, and 4.12 are our main tools for constructing 
BG-lattices. We illustrate their use in the following example. 
EXAMPLE~.~~. Let G=(ah~ay’=h3=1, h.a.h ‘=a”), so that 
jGI = 273 is square-free. Note that G is the semidirect product of the cyclic 
group C,, = (a ) of order 91 acted on by the cyclic group C, = (h ) of 
order 3. If x = aI3 and y = a’, then (x) is a normal subgroup of order 7, 
and ( y) is a normal subgroup of order 13, where h .x . h ’ = x2, and 
t7.y.h , = y3, By Proposition 3.3, the coordinate rings in the description 
of ZG as a Dedekind-like order are f, =Z[[,]cC,, f,=Z[63]0C,, 
I-7 = Z’c571” c,, r,3 = zc5,31 I: c,, and Ty, =Z[[y,] oC3, where C, 
denotes the trivial group. 
We begin by computing the graph of tG as a lattice over itself. In order 
to apply the results of this section, we must first determine how the primes 
3, 7, and 13 split in the various number fields of interest. 
Following the notation of 4.2, let K,, K,3, and K,, denote the fixed fields 
of Q,=O[[,], Q,,=Q![[,,], and Q,, =Q[[,,], respectively, under the 
action of C,. Using [3, Proposition 4.341 and [20, Proposition 410-91, 
one can easily show that (3) ramifies totally in Q3, remains prime in K,, 
splits into the product of four distinct primes in K,,, and splits into the 
product of four distinct primes in KY,. Applying Corollaries 4.4 and 4.12 
yields the following graph for (ZG), 
7, 13, 13, 13, 13, 91, 912 91, 91, 
1 3 
g3;: - 7; 13, 13, 13, 13, 91, 91, 91, 91, 
7, 13, 13, 13, 13, 91, 91, 91, 91, 
(In order to simplify notation, we have labelled vertices by indices s E I 
rather than by indecomposable (j;),-lattices. We use subscripts to dis- 
tinguish among the completions at the various prime factors of (3 ) in R, .) 
Similarly, one can easily show that (7) splits into the product of 
two distinct primes in Q3, ramifies totally in K,, remains prime in K,,, 
and ramifies (but not totally) and does not split in K,,. Applying 
Corollaries 4.4 and 4.12 yields the following graph for (ZG), 
1 7 13 91 
- - 
13 91 
3’;: ‘G n 
3: 7 13 91 
o----o - 
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Finally, one can easily show that ( 13) splits into the product of two 
distinct primes in Qp3, remains prime in K,, ramifies totally in K,3, 
and ramifies (but not totally) and does not split in K,,. Applying 
Corollaries 4:4 and 4.12 yields the following graph for (ZG),, 
1 13 7 91 
- - 
31 13 7 YI  
q3: - - 
32 13 7 Y  
- - 
By Definition 2.14, the graph of ZG is then the (disjoint) union of the 
graphs y, Y,, and %,3. 
As a second example of a ZG-lattice for this group G, using the above 
description of ZG and Corollary 4.11, consider the graphs 
&: ;O 3, 70 13, 13, 13, 13, 91, 
13,’ 
912 91, 91,,, 
0 70 13, 13, 13, 91, 912 91, 91, 
I 7 91 13 
3, - - 
x7 : 1 7 13 91 
3, - - 
10 3= “,’ 43: 
32 13 7 91 
1 0 WM 
of a (zG),-lattice, a (zG),-lattice, and a (zG),,-lattice, respectively. By 
Corollary 4.4, there is a ZG-lattice X such that 2, has graph XP for each 
of p = 3, 7, 13. (In the notation of Corollary 4.4, use p, = p7 = p13 = py, = 2 
and p3= 1.) 
Suppose X were decomposable as X= x’@ x”, and let X’L and &‘s be 
the graphs of 2, and J$, respectively, for each of p = 3, 7, 13. By 
Corollary 2.10, one o,f 20; or &‘;, say Xi, must have a vertex labelled by 
an indecomposable r,-lattice. But then by Corollary 4.4, &“,3 must have 
two vertices labelled by indecomposable f,,-lattices, so that, again by 
Corollary 4.4, Y?‘; must have two vertices labelled by indecomposable I=,,- 
lattices, from which it follows that X’,3 must have two vertices labelled by 
indecomposable tT’,-lattices, so that JV; must have two vertices labelled by 
indecomposable r,-lattices. Thus by Corollary 4.4, we must have &?‘b = ZP 
and hence 2; = 0 for each of p = 3, 7, 13, so that X” = 0. Therefore, X is 
indecomposable. Note that, by Corollary 4.5, X is not isomorphic to a 
sublattice of ZG. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply the results of the earlier sections to questions 
about lattices over integral group rings for groups of square-free order. We 
shall find the results of Section 4 especially useful in constructing examples. 
We begin by deriving a few consequences of the description of ZIG as a 
pullback given in Section 3. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a group of square-free order. Then, with notation 
as in 4.6, ZG has 111 minimal prime ideals, namely, the kernels of the projec- 
tions onto { f c 1 s E I}, where I is the set of orders of elements of G. 
Proof: Let rr, be the projection of ZG onto f, = Z[[,] 0 B,y. Certainly 
the ideals { ker(n,) 1 s E I) are distinct prime ideals with zero intersection 
and no containment relations between them. By a standard argument, 
these are precisely the minimal primes of ZG. m 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a group of square-free order. Then G is deter- 
mined up to isomorphism by the rational group algebra QG. 
Proof We make extensive use of the notation and results in Section 3. 
Let G be a group of square-free order. Certainly IGI is determined by QG 
since IGI is the dimension of QG as a vector space over Q. 
Let A be the (unique) largest abelian normal subgroup of G, and let B 
be a abelian complement for A in G, so that G is the semidirect product 
of A and B. (The existence of A and B follows from elementary Sylow 
subgroup arguments, together with [S, Theorems 9.3.1 and 9.4.33.) By 
Corollary 3.5, Q!G g eIEl Q,, I B,,, where I is the set of orders of elements 
of G, Qp, is the cyclotomic extension Q[[,%], and each B,v is a homomorphic 
image of B. By [3, Example 28.31 and with notation as in 4.2, each 
Q,, 0 B, g M,JK,), where fi,Y = I B,I and K,v is the fixed field of Q, under the 
action of B,. Let m= IAl and n= lBI. Then mEI and b,,=n, while /?, 
divides n for each element s E I. Thus, QG determines / BI as the largest n 
such that QG has a simple component consisting of n x n matrices over 
some field. Hence, QG also determines \A[ = lG1/lB1. 
The groups A and B are cyclic, say A = (a) and B = (b), and G is the 
semidirect product of the normal subgroup A with B, so that b. a. b ~~ ’ = ak 
for some integer k. Note that k (modulo m) does not depend on the 
generator a E A but does depend on the generator b E B. To show that QG 
determines the isomorphism class of G, clearly it remains to show that, for 
some generator b of B, QG determines the exponent k (modulo m) such 
that b. a. b ’ = ak. 
Among the simple component rings of QG consisting of n x n matrices 
over a field, choose one of maximum dimension as a vector space over Q. 
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Clearly this simple ring will be Q, 0 B,, where m = IAl and B, = B, as 
above. (If m is even, there will in fact be two simple component rings of 
maximum dimension, the other being Q;Pm120 Bm,2, which is of course 
isomorphic to Q, 0 B,.) As above, Q,,, 0 B, r M,,(K,), where K, is the 
fixed field of Q, under the action of the group B,. The field K,,, determines 
a subgroup H of the Galois group Gal(Q,/Q), where H is abelian and 
lHI = lB,l = lB1, so that H is a cyclic group isomorphic to B. Let H= (11) 
and let w  be a primitive mth root of unity in Q,,, so that h(o) =cc)’ for 
some integer j. (In fact, h(w) = 09 for every mth root of unity w  in Q,.) 
Since QG determines K,, it determines the group H and hence the 
exponent j (for the given generator h of H). 
Recall that, from Notation 3.2, O,,, is the projection from QG onto 
%?oB,, defined by O(a) = [,,, and 8(b) =z, where B, = (z) and 
z.[,.z-l = (i,,,)k (for k such that b .a ‘6-l = a). As above, Q,c B, s 
M&K,), so that K, is the fixed field in Q, of the action of the group B,,. 
Therefore, as subgroups of the Galois group Gal(Q,/Q), B, = H. Thus, 
there is some integer r (relatively prime to n = IBI ) such that Y. <,,, . z -’ = 
(i,)‘, so that b’ . a. b ~-r = a’, where B = (b’). Hence QG determines the 
action of B on A. 1 
Recall that the uniform dimension of a ZG-lattice X is the largest integer 
n such that there are n indecomposable ZG-lattices whose direct sum can 
be embedded in X. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a group of square-free order. Then with nota- 
tions as in 4.6, ZG has untform dimension C,, , p, = C,, c, I B,(, where I is the 
set of orders of elements of G, and, for each index s E I, B,7 is the group acting 
on Z[[,] forming the coordinate ring I, = Z[[,S] 0 B,. 
Proof Since ZG E eSE, I-, are orders in the same semisimple artinian 
ring, for some integer n, n . (eSE, f,) E ZG. Thus, the uniform dimension 
of ZG equals the uniform dimension of @s6, r,V. But by [3, Example 
28.31, each f, has uniform dimension jBSl, from which the theorem 
follows. 1 
We turn next to questions about indecomposable lattices and direct sum 
behavior, for which we need the results of Section 4. Although the 
Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem does not hold, in general, for ZG- 
lattices (or even for ZG-lattices), we can consider the following weaker 
property. 
DEFINITION 5.4. We say that an order R has uniqueness of number of 
indecomposable summands if, whenever M, 0 . . @ M, z N, @ . 0 N,, 
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where M,, . . . . M,, N, , . . . . N, are indecomposable R-lattices, the numbers of 
indecomposable summands, s and t, must be equal. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let G he a group of square-free order. Then ZG has 
uniqueness of number of indecomposable summands if and only if G is either 
cyclic qf prime order or non-abelian of order the product qf two distinct 
primes. 
Proof: If G is cyclic of prime order p, then by [3, Lemma 34.161, 
indecomposable ZG-lattices remain indecomposable in the p-adic comple- 
tion, so that ZG has uniqueness of number of indecomposable summands. 
If G is non-abelian of order the product of two distinct primes, then by 
[6, Theorem 11.21, ZG has uniqueness of number of indecomposable 
summands. 
Conversely, suppose G is of square-free order but not one of the two 
cases just considered. Then since G is a semidirect product of two cyclic 
groups, there exist primes p and q dividing IGI such that G has an abelian 
subgroup of order pg. By Proposition 3.3 and with notation as in 3.2, the 
index set I includes 1, p, q, and pg. We list the congruence maps of interest 
as we specify the construction of graphs y and $. 
With notation as in 3.6, and using Corollary 4.8, we get that there are 
pairs of congruence maps f,,,: iZ[[,] -+ Z/(p) and g,,,: I-,+ Z/(p), and 
.f,,,: f,+f,/<~) andg,,./,:f,,Y + f,/(p). Herep.R,=$!+, . ... .$$I ,,*, the 
product of distinct prime ideals, and, by Proposition 4.9, p f R,], = 
(‘$3, R,,) . . . ($I,, R,,), where each ‘?$I, . R,, is a power of a prime ideal. 
Then using Corollary 4.11, we can construct a (zG),,-graph 
where, as in Example 4.13, qi (respectively pqi) indicates a label by an 
indecomposable (fq),,-lattice (respectively (fp,),;lattice) for each of the m 
ideals ‘$J,, . . . . ‘p,. 
Similarly, there are pairs of congruence maps ,fi,, : Z[< ,] -+ Z/(q) and 
gl,y:~y~~/<q), andf,,,:f,,+~,l(q) andg,,:r,,~r,/(q).Herewe 
canwriteq.R,=Q,. ... . Qc, the product of distinct prime ideals, and, by 
Proposition 4.9, q. R,, = (Q, R,,) . (Q,, . R,,), where each Qi. R,, is 
a power of a prime ideal. As above, by Corollary 4.11, we can construct a 
(J?G),-graph 
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1 
Yq  : 
4 4 PI PI PYl 
- cl 0 cF---c 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
Pn P” P4n 
0 - 
where pi (respectively pq,) indicates a label by an indecomposable (p,),,- 
lattice (respectively (fp,,),-lattice) for each of the m ideals Q,, . . . . Q,. 
By Corollary 4.4, there exists a ?G-lattice M such that $fp and tiq have 
graphs 4 and gq;, respectively. (In the notation of 4.4, we take p, = ppy = 1, 
pp = py = 2, and p, = 0 for all other indices s E I.) 
We can decompose the graphs 4 and gq as follows. Define the graphs 
SF;, I?;, and X”:, by 
Define the graphs Xl, 2:, and 2”: by 
P” PYn 
- 
As above, by Corollary 4.4, there exist ZG-lattices M,, M,, and M, such 
that (Ai), has graph X: for i= 1,2,3 and r = p, q. By Corollary 2.16 and 
an argument as in Example 4.13, each of M,, MZ, and ii!, is indecom- 
posable. By Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.12, M z M, @ M, 0 M,. 
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Similarly, we can decompose the graphs 3, and 9Jq as follows. Define the 
graphs Xi and .Ys by 
x;: f, 
S-;: 
P 
0 
Define the graphs Xi and X: by 
p: k--z 
4 
37:: 0 
YI 
0 
Ym 
0 
41 PYl 
o- 
. . 
. . 
. 
Ynr P4m 
O--o 
PI 
0 
Pn 
0 
PI PYI 
o-----c 
. 
. 
. 
PTI PYn 
- 
As above, by Corollary 4.4, there exist ZG-lattices N, and N, such that 
(fii)? has graph -X: for i = I,2 and r = p, q. Also as above, from 
Corollary 2.16 it follows easily that N, and N2 are indecomposable. By 
Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.12, M z M, @ M2 @ M, z N, 0 N,. 
Finally, we show how to pass to ZG-lattices. By Proposition 4.1, we can 
choose indecomposable ZG-lattices M, , M,, M,, N, , and N, such that, for 
each index i and j, i@iz~@O,M, and @,zz@, N,. Then M,@M,@M, 
and N, @ N, are in the same genus. By [3, Corollary 31.131, we can fmd 
N; and N; in the genera of N, and N,, respectively, such that 
M, 0 M, @M, z N’, ONi. Thus, ZG does not have uniqueness of number 
of indecomposable summands. [ 
We turn now to the second question raised in the introduction. 
DEFINITION 5.6. Following the notation in [4], we say that an order R 
is a CI-ring if every indecomposable R-lattice is isomorphic to a left ideal 
of R. 
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THEOREM 5.7. Let G be a group of square-free order. Then ZG is a 
,YI-ring if and only if one of the following holds: 
(i) G is abelian. 
(ii) The largest abelian normal subgroup of G is qf prime order. 
(iii) G is a dihedral group. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, let A be the unique largest 
abelian normal subgroup of G, and let B be an abelian complement for A 
in G, so that G is the semidirect product of A and B. The proof is divided 
into six cases based on the relationship of A and B. In the first three cases, 
comprising (i), (ii), and (iii), above, we show that ZG is a CZ-ring, and in 
the last three case, we prove the converse. It is routine to check that every 
group G of square-free order falls under one of these six cases. By Proposi- 
tion 4.1, it is also clear that ZG is a Xl-ring if and only if tG is a CZ-ring, 
so that we can work with ZG. 
Suppose first, then, that G satisfies one of the conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) 
above. 
Case 1. G is abelian. (That is, A = G). 
In this case, the result is already known. (For example, cf. [ 1, Proposi- 
tion 7.1 and Corollary 7.31, [IO, Lemma 1.11, [ll, Corollary 1.81, and 
[ 12, Theorem 2.1 I.) For completeness, and for later reference, we include 
a proof here. 
By Theorem 3.10, ZG is a subdirect sum of GAt, Z[T,], where I is the 
set of divisors of IGl, and, for each prime p dividing lG/ and for each index 
s E I relatively prime to p, there is a pair of congruence maps f,, p: Z[[,5] + 
~lILll(~) and g,,: ~C5.J -ZCLI/(P>. 
Let X be an indecomposable ZG-lattice, with 3’ the graph of J?p for each 
prime p dividing IG(. By Corollary 4.4, for each index s E I there is an 
integer 1, such that, for each prime p dividing ICI, $ contains 1.,s vertices 
labelled by indecomposable (Z[[>]),-lattices for each prime ideal ‘$J of 
Z [c,] containing p. For each index s E Z, let p,, be the minimum of 1, and 
1, and let v, = l,Y - ps. 
For each prime p dividing ICI, we define two graphs X’b and 2; as 
Flows. Given an index s E I relatively prime to p, let p . Z[[,] = 
1’ ..’ . ‘q,, a product of distinct prime ideals, and note that p Z[?&,,] = 
(‘PI .aLpl)~ ... .(‘$,, .Z[T,]), where each ‘Pi.Z[S,] is a power of a 
prime ideal. Suppose, first, that pL, = p5,, = 1. For each index i, 1 < i< n, 
include vertices and edges in 2; as follows. If % contains an indecom- 
posable pullback graph with vertices labelled by an indecomposable 
(Z[S^,]),;lattice it4 an an indecomposable (Z[[.sp]),,-lattice N, (see 
Definition 2.9), then we include in X”I, one such indecomposable pullback 
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graph with vertices labelled by M and N. Otherwise, since A,> p,, = 1 and 
I,,,, 3 pJp = 1, it must be the case that F$ contains an isolated vertex labelled 
by an indecomposable (Z[[,,]).,-lattice M and an isolated vertex labelled 
by an indecomposable (L[[,,]),a,-lattice N, and we include in &?k two 
isolated vertices, one labelled by M and the other by N. On the other hand, 
if ZJ,~ = 1 and ps, = 0 (respectively ZJ., = 0 and CL,,,, = 1 ), then for each index i, 
1 6 i 6 n, $, must contain an isolated vertex labelled by an indecomposable 
(z[[s]),,-lattice M (respectively (Z[[,,])V,-lattice N), so we include in 2; 
one isolated vertex labelled by M (respectively N). If P,~ = pus,, = 0, then 
nothing need be included in 310; for coordinate rings Z[[,] and Z[[,,,,]. 
With 2; so constructed, it is easy to see that we can take 2”;: to be the 
graph consisting of the remaining vertices of $“/,, and that 4 is the disjoint 
union of &‘b and %“;:. By construction of the graphs 2; and by 
Corollary 4.4, there exists a ZG-lattice Y’ such that (Y’),, has graph %‘b for 
each prime p dividing ICI. (In the notation of 4.4, we take P,~ = p,, for each 
index s E I.) Similarly, there exists a ZG-lattice Y” such that (I;“),’ has 
graph mi for each prime p dividing ICI. (In the notation of 4.4, we take 
P,~ = v,~ for each index s E I.) By Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.12, 
XE Y’@ Y”. Since X is indecomposable and Y’#O, we get that Xz Y’, 
and hence i., = p, 6 1 for each index s E I. By Corollary 4.5, it follows that 
X is isomorphic to a sublattice of ?G, and hence ZG is a C&ring. 
We note that the key to the argument in this case is the existence of the 
one-to-one correspondence between the primes of Z[[,] containing p and 
the primes of Z[[,,,,] containing p (for each prime p dividing /Cl and each 
index s E I relatively prime to p), which allowed us to decompose each %p 
using ps < 1 for all indices s E I. 
Case 2. The largest abelian normal subgroup A of G is of prime order. 
In this case, G is the semidirect product of the normal subgroup A (of 
prime order q) with the subgroup B, where B acts faithfully on A by 
conjugation. By Theorem 3.10, ZG is a subdirect sum of eSt, f s, where Z 
is the set consisting of q together with the divisors of IBI, and where 
f,, = Z[[,s] for each divisor s of I BI, while Z, = Z[[,] 0 B. Also by 
Theorem 3.10, for each divisor s of I BI, there is a pair of congruence maps 
.L,,:~CLl -~CS,l/(s> and g,,y: ~CS,I~B-~CI,l/<q>~ while for each 
prime p dividing ] BI and each divisor s of IBI relatively prime to p, there 
is a pair of congruence mapsf,,,: 2[[,] -+ ;Z[[,]/(p) and g,,p: Z[c,,,] + 
~[iSl/<P>~ 
We adapt the argument given in Case 1 above. Let X be an indecom- 
posable ZG-lattice, with % the graph of 2p for each prime p dividing JG(. 
By Corollary 4.4, for each index s E Z there is an integer i.,s such that, for 
each prime p dividing I G/, 4 contains i, vertices labelled by indecom- 
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posable (Z[[,s]),-lattices for each prime ideal ‘p of Z[[,] containing p. For 
divisors s of lII[, let P,~ be the minimum of ,IV and 1, and let v, = I,, - pS. 
We determine py and vy, and define two graphs X+I, and X”J for each 
prime p dividing ICI, as follows. Given a divisor s of IBI, let 8,) . . . . fJ, be 
the distinct prime ideals of Z[[,] containing q. Note that t < q(s), the 
Euler q-function of S. (In fact, equality holds, but we shall not need this 
fact.) Note also that R, has a unique prime ideal Q containing q. If P,~ = 1, 
then for each index i, 1 < i< t, include vertices and edges in Xi as follows. 
If %q contains an indecomposable pullback graph with vertices labelled by 
an indecomposable (Z [ [,s] ) ,i-lattice M and an indecomposable (Z [ tq] )a- 
lattice N, then we include in Xi one such indecomposable pullback graph 
with vertices labelled by A4 and N. Otherwise, since P,~ > p,, = 1, it must be 
the case that 9q contains an isolated vertex labelled by an indecomposable 
(Z[i^,]),,-lattice M. In this case, we include in 2: an isolated vertex 
labclled by M. If P,~ = 0, then nothing need bc included in 2; for the coor- 
dinate ring Z[[,,]. As above, we let X’i be that graph such that %q is the 
disjoint union of the graphs X’; and %“I. We take pLy to be the number of 
vertices in XL labelled by indecomposable (Z[[,])o-lattices, which is the 
number of indecomposable pullback graphs contained in the graph Xi9 
and we let ivy = J.<, -p<,. Note that, by construction, we have 
where the sums range over all divisors s of jBI. 
For primes p dividing lel, we can now define graphs XL and %‘a exactly 
as in Case 1, using the values of p,, and v,~ for each index s E I. Then, again 
as above, by Corollary 4.4 there exist ZG-lattices Y’ and Y” such that (?), 
and (Y”), have graphs %‘A and s$?;, respectively, for each prime p dividing 
IGI. By Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.12, Xg Y’@ Y”, so that Y” = 0 
and Xr Y’, as in Case 1. Now E., = pL, < 1 for each divisor s of IBI, and, by 
construction, 1, = p+, d IBI. But by [3, Example 28.31, IBI is the uniform 
dimension of r, = Z[[,] c B, and hence by Corollary 4.5, X is isomorphic 
to a sublattice of .?G. Therefore, in this case, ZG is a CZ-ring. 
Case 3. G is a dihedral group. (That is, I BI = 2 and B,y = B for all s > 1 
dividing IAI, where as above, A is the unique largest abelian normal sub- 
group of G, and B is a complement for A in G.) 
This is the most delicate of the cases, perhaps because dihedral groups 
differ only slightly from the groups considered in Case 6 below. In this case, 
G is the semidirect product of A with B, where IBI = 2, and G has trivial 
center. By Theorem 3.10, ZG is a subdirect sum of Bse, r,,, where I is 
the set consisting of 2 together with the divisors of IAl, and where 
481,129 I-? 
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Z,=z[[,] 0B for divisors s> 1 of IAI, while Z, =Z[<,] and f,=z[lz]. 
Also by Theorem 3.10, there is a pair of congruence maps f,,z : z[c, ] + 
U(2) and g,,,: Z[52] + z/(2); for each prime p dividing IAl, there is a 
pair of congruence maps I;, p : zCl,l -U(P) andg,,,: ~C~,I~B-~I<P> 
and a pair of congruence maps,f,,,: Z[[,] -+ Z/(p) and g,,,: Z[{,,] 0 B-+ 
Z/(p), and for each divisor s of IAl with s and p relatively prime, there 
is a pair of congruence maps f,,,: Z[c,y] 0 B-t Z[[,,] 0 B/(p) and 
s.,.,:~CT,l~B~~Ci,sl~Bl(~). 
As above, let X be an indecomposable ZG-lattice, with ?& the graph of 
f,, for each prime p dividing ICI. By Corollary 4.4, for each index s E Z there 
is an integer i,, such that, for each prime p dividing IGI, $?$ contains A, 
vertices labelled by indecomposable (Z [ [,I ).-lattices for each prime ideal ‘p 
of Z[[,] containing p. Let t be the maximum of the values & as s ranges 
over elements of Z other than 1 and 2. We break the proof into a number 
of subcases depending on the values of I,, AZ, and t. 
Suppose, first, that jU, + /1> < t. For each index s E Z, we let p,, = 1 if %, = t, 
and cc,, = 0 otherwise, and we let \I,, = A,, - ~1~. Note that p, = p2 = 0. We 
proceed to construct graphs ,X; and 2; for each prime divisor p of ICI, 
as in Case 1 above. For the prime 2, since the only edges in the graph $ 
are those indecomposable pullback graphs linking vertices labelled by 
(77[[1])2 with vertices labelled by (2[[2])2, we can divide the graph g2 
between 2”; and Xi in such a way that, for each index s E I and for each 
prime ideal ‘$3 of R, containing 2, %‘; (respectively 2”;) contains p, 
(respectively v,) vertices labelled by indecomposable (f5).-lattices. Sup- 
pose that p is an odd prime dividing IGI; we define X’b and Xi as follows. 
If pp = 1, then I”,, = t > %, + i,, implies that ?$ contains an isolated vertex 
labelled by an indecomposable (Fp),,-lattice, which we include in 2;. If .y 
is a divisor of (Al relatively prime to p, then there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between prime ideals of R, containing p and prime ideals of R,5, 
containing p, and so we proceed exactly as in Case 1 above. Thus, as in 
Case 1, by Corollary 4.4, there exist ZG-lattices Y’ and Y” such that (Y’), 
and ( Y”),, have graphs X”I, and ,%Di, respectively, for each prime p dividing 
IGI. By Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.12, Xg Y’ 0 Y”, where, by 
indecomposability of X, we get that Y” = 0 and X? Y’. Since I, = p,, < 1 
for each index s E Z, it follows from Corollary 4.5 that X is isomorphic to 
a sublattice of ZG. 
Thus, we can suppose that t d jb, + E”,, from which it follows that at least 
one of 3., or A2 is not zero. Suppose that 1, = 0, so that 1+, > 0. For each 
index SEZ, we let P,~ be the minimum of i., and 1, and v,, = A,% - pL,. As 
above, we proceed to construct graphs 2; and X”;: for each prime divisor 
p of IGI. For the prime 2, since A2 = 0, it follows that $ contains no edges 
(only isolated vertices). Therefore, we can divide up the vertices of 9J2 
between &‘; and H”;: such that, for each index SE Z and for each prime 
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ideal ‘p of R, containing 2, the graph 2; (respectively X$‘) contains nL, 
(respectively v,) vertices labelled by indecomposable (fs)Q-lattices. For odd 
primes p, we can define .XL and .#“p” exactly as in Case 1 above, again 
using the fact that, if s divides IAl and is relatively prime to p, then there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals of R, containing p 
and prime ideals of R, containing p. Again by Corollary 4.4, there exist 
ZG-lattices Y’ and Y” such that ( Y’), and ( Y”), have graphs 2; and Xi, 
respectively, for each prime p dividing ICI, so that, by Corollary 2.10 and 
Proposition 2.12, Xr Y’@ Y”, where, by indecomposability of X, we get 
that Y” =0 and XE Y’. Since 3.,y= p,< 1 for each index SE Z, it follows 
from Corollary 4.5 that X is isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG. 
By a similar construction, if I, = 0, then we can show that l,y < 1 for each 
index s E Z, from which it follows that X is isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG. 
Therefore, we can assume that 1 6 %,, 1 d A,, and t d A, + L,. Suppose, 
next, that t < A,. Since 1 6 /I*, this implies that t < 1, + 2,. As above, for 
each index s E Z, we let 11, be the minimum of EL, and 1, and v,, = i,y - p3, and 
we proceed to construct graphs 2; and 2;: for each prime divisor p of 
ICI. Consider first the prime 2. If an indecomposable pullback graph occurs 
in ?&, (with vertices labelled by (;Z[[,]), and (;Z[[z]z), then we include it 
in 2;. Otherwise, since j.l > 1 and A,> 1, the graph $ must contain an 
isolated vertex labeled by (Z[[, ])2, which we include in 2”;) and an 
isolated vertex labelled by (z[[2])2, which we include in 2;. For indices 
s E I other than 1 and 2, for each prime ideal !$I of R,, containing 2, if P,~ = 1, 
then 4 has an isolated vertex labelled by an indecomposable (fs).-lattice, 
which we include I?‘;. Certainly we can find a graph 3’; such that $ is 
the disjoint union of 2”; and I&‘;. Consider next an odd prime p dividing 
ICI. If pLp = 0, then 1, = 0, so that 9$ contains a pair of isolated vertices 
labelled by V[I5^,1), and VII~J&,, which we include in 2;. Suppose, on 
the other hand, that ZL~ = 1. If an indecomposable pullback graph occurs in 
4, with vertices labelled by (Z[[z])p and an indecomposable (fp),-lattice, 
then we include it in J?“;, along with an isolated vertex labelled by 
(Z [[, ] ),, (which must occur in 4 since ip d t < 2 r + 1). Otherwise, 4 must 
contain an isolated vertex labelled by (Z[[,]),, which we include in XL, 
together with an indecomposable pullback graph or a pair of isolated 
vertices labelled by (Z[[,] ), and an indecomposable ( fp)),-lattice, which 
we include in XI,. For indices SEZ other than 1 and 2, with s relatively 
prime to p, we handle the coordinate rings (fs);-,, and (p:,), exactly as in 
Case 1 above. Then, also as above, it follows that L, = ps for all indices 
s E Z. By Corollary 4.5, since P,~ d 1 for each index s E Z, X is isomorphic to 
a sublattice of ??G. 
By a similar construction, if t < &, then we can show that ,I, < 1 for each 
index s E Z, from which it follows that X is isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG. 
Finally, then, we can assume that 1 < I,, < t, 1 < %, < t, and t < A, + ,12. 
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For each index s E Z, we let P,~ = 0 if j”,, = 0, we let p,, = 1 if 0 < i,Y < t, and 
we let ,u.~ = 2 if E,,Y = t. Note that p, = pL2 = 1. As above, we take v, = II,s - pL,, 
and we proceed to construct graphs L%?; and Xi for each prime divisor p 
of IGI. The construction of Xi and 2; is analogous to that given in the 
subcase just considered. Suppose, then, that p is an odd prime dividing IGI. 
If pP = 0, then since I,, 3 1 and ,I2 z 1, the graph 9$ must contain a pair of 
isolated vertices labelled by (Z[[,]), and (Z [[,I),, which we include in 
2;. Suppose, instead, that pLp = 1, so that 1 6 i,, < t. Then because 
;IP < ,I1 + A2, it follows easily that the graph ?$ contains an indecomposable 
pullback graph labelled by (Z[[,]), and an indecomposable ( fP)),-lattice, 
together with an isolated vertex labelled by (Z[[2])P, or 4 contains an 
indecomposable pullback graph labelled by (Z[[z]), and an indecom- 
posable ( f,,),-lattice, together with an isolated vertex labelled by JZ [ [, ] )P, 
or gP contains three isolated vertices labelled by (Z[[,]),,, (z[c2])P, and 
an indecomposable (I=,),-lattice. Thus we include in %‘“I, an indecom- 
posable pullback and an isolated vertex, or three isolated vertices, with the 
appropriate labels. Finally, if pP = 2, so that 1, = r, then i., <L,, and 
1, < &’ and so it follows that either ?$ contains an indecomposable 
pullback graph labelled by (n[[,]), and an indecomposable ( fP)),-lattice, 
which we include in Xb, or 4 contains no indecomposable pullback graph 
with such labels, in which case gP must contain a pair of isolated vertices 
labelled by (??I[[,]), and an indecomposable (f,,),,-lattice, which we 
include in 2;. We repeat the same construction with (z[[J]), in place of 
(Z[[, ] )P. For indices s E I with s # 1, 2 and s relatively prime to p, we 
proceed as follows. If pLF < 1 and ps,, 6 1, then we handle the coordinate 
rings (f,,),, and (f,sP), exactly as in Case 1 above. Otherwise, we simply 
apply the same procedure twice for the coordinate rings (f,,), and (f,),, 
noting that, if pL, = 2 while p,sP < 2, then I., < I,, so that, for each prime ‘Q 
of R, containing p, the graph 4 must contain an isolated vertex labelled by 
an indecomposable (f,,),-lattice, and similarly if p,sP = 2 while p5 < 2, then 
the graph ?$ must contain an isolated vertex labelled by an indecom- 
posable (f,YP),-lattice. Then by an argument as above, it follows that 
I”,, = pL, for all indices s E Z, so that 1, = I2 = 1 and 1, d 2 for all other indices 
SE I. By [3, Example 28.31, for each index s E Z with s # 1, 2, the uniform 
dimension of f y = Z[[,,] o B is I BI = 2, so that, by Corollary 4.5, X is 
isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG. 
Thus in this case, ZG is a LZ-ring. 
Suppose, conversely, that G is a group of square-free order but not one 
of the three types listed above. We distinguish three possible cases, in each 
case constructing a “large” indecomposable ZG-lattice by an argument 
similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 5.5. 
Case 4. G is non-abelian with non-trivial center. (That is, .4 #G, but 
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1 I?,1 = 1 for some prime p dividing \A 1, where, as above, A is the unique 
largest abelian normal subgroup of G, and B is an abelian complement for 
A in G.) 
Let p be a prime dividing the order of the center of G, and let q be a 
prime dividing 1 Al and Y a prime dividing [Bl such that r divides jB,j. By 
Proposition 3.3 and with notation as in 3.2, the index set I includes 1, p, 
q, r, and pq, where Z-I = Z[[l], r, = Z[[,], and B, = B,,. We list the 
congruence maps of interest as we specify the construction of graphs $,, gq;, 
and $$. 
For the graph 4, by Corollary 4.8 and with notation as in 3.6, we 
consider the pair of congruence maps f,, p : I-, -+ T,/(p) and gy, p : r,, -+ 
T,/(p). If p . R, = ‘$3, . . . . . ‘p,, the product of distinct prime ideals, then 
by Proposition 4.9, p . R,, =(‘$,.R,,). ... .($3,.R,,), where each $Jj.Rpy 
is a power of a prime ideal. Using Corollary 4.11, we can construct a 
(zG),-graph 
where, as in Example 4.13, qi (respectively pqi) indicates a label by an 
indecomposable (j;).,-lattice (respectively (T,,),,-lattice) for each of 
the m ideals !#r, . . . . ‘pm. (Here h is the number of prime ideals in R, 
containing p.) 
Similarly, for the graph gq’,, we consider the pairs of congruence maps 
fi.,: W’,l --4(q) and a,,: C, -+ Wsh f,.,: ~ic~,l--) W,ll(q) and 
g : r,, + WJ/(~>~ and .f+ C -+ WW and g,,: r, -, WW If 
q?$=q.Z[i,]=Q,- ... .Q” and q.R,=2,. ... .Xk, products of 
distinct prime ideals, then by Proposition 4.9, q . Rpy = (Q, . Rp,,) . . . . 
(Q, . R,,), where each Q, . R,, is a power of a prime ideal. Using 
Corollary 4.11, we can construct a (zG),-graph 
P” PYn P” PY” 
o----o - 
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Finally, for the graph Y,.;, we consider the pair of congruence maps 
fi.,: zCC,l -, Z/(r) and g,.,: rr -+ Z/(r). Using Corollary 4.11, we can 
construct a (pG),-graph 
where the ideal generated by r splits as the product of u, u, and w  distinct 
prime ideals in R,, R,, and RPY, respectively. 
By Corollary 4.4, there exists a Z_‘G-lattice M such that tip, A,, and G, 
have graphs $,, gq, and $, respeotively. (In the notation of 4.4, we take 
p, =pr= 1, pP=py=pPy=2, and ps = 0 for all other indices SE I.) By 
Corollary 2.16 and an argument as in Example 4.13, M is indecomposable. 
But by Corollary 4.5, X is not isomorphic to a sublattice of ?G, since the 
uniform dimension of Z[c,] . M is pP = 2, while the uniform dimension of 
Z[[,,] . tG is 1. Therefore, in this case, ZG is not a CZ-ring. 
Case 5. G has trivial center, but B, # B for some prime p dividing I Al. 
(As above, A is the unique largest abelian normal subgroup of G, and B 
is an abelian complement for A in G. Since G is assumed to have trivial 
center, it follows also that lB,/ # 1.) 
We imitate the construction in Case 4, omitting some of the details. Let 
p be a prime dividing IA 1, and let q and r be primes dividing I BI such that 
q divides \Bpl but r does not. By Proposition 3.3, the index set I includes 
1, p, q, r, and pr, where Z1 = Z[[,], Zy = Z[[,], and Z, = ??[{,I. As above, 
we list the congruence maps of interest as we specify the construction of 
graphs gp, gq, and 9Jr. 
For the graph gp?,, by Corollary 4.8 and with notation as in 3.6, we 
consider the pairs of congruence maps fi,,: 72[[,] + Z/(p) and g,,,: 
r, -+ zicph f,,, : ZCL,l -+ ZCL,ll(p> and g,,,: rp + ~CS,II<P>~ and 
f,,,:~C5,1-~CS,1/(~> and ~,,,:~,,+~CL~/(P). Using Corollary4.11, 
we can construct a (zG),-graph 
P’I rl Prl 4: f, “G ‘L - 
42 . . 0 . . . . . 
rn P’” rn P’* 
- - 
Y m  
0 
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where the ideal generated by p splits as the product of m distinct prime 
ideals in R, and n distinct ideals in each of R, and R,,. 
Similarly, for the graph gq’,, we consider the pair of congruence maps 
fi,y: zCC,l+ z/(q) and gl,y 
can construct a (?G),-graph 
: Z[[,] -+ Z/(q). Using Corollary 4.11, we 
where the ideal generated by q splits as the product of u, v, and UJ distinct 
prime ideals in R,, R,, and Rpr, respectively. 
Finally, for the graph $, we consider the pair of congruence maps 
fp,r: r, + r,l(r) and g,,: f,, -i r,/( r ). Using Corollary 4.11, we can 
construct a (ZG),-graph 
where the ideal generated by r splits as the product of h distinct prime 
ideals in R, and k distinct ideals in each of R, and R,,. 
By Corollary 4.4, there exists a ZG-lattice M such that tip, k,, and A?, 
have graphs 4, 9Jq’,, and 9Jr, respectively. (In the notation of 4.4, we take 
pl=py= 1, pp=pr=ppr=2, and p,=O for all other indices SEZ.) By 
Corollary 2.16 and an argument as in Example 4.13, A4 is indecomposable. 
But by Corollary 4.5, X is not isomorphic to a sublattice of ?G, since the 
uniform dimension of I?[[,] . M is pr = 2, while the uniform dimension of 
Z[[,] . ZG is 1. Therefore, in this case also, ZG is not a CZ-ring. 
Case 6. G has trivial center, and B,, = B for all primes p dividing IA 1, 
but IAl is not prime and IBI > 2. (As above, A is the unique largest abelian 
normal subgroup of G, and B is a complement of A in G.) 
We again imitate the construction in Case 4, omitting some of the 
details. Let p > 2 be a prime dividing I BI, and let q and r be primes dividing 
IAl. (Note that the fact that IAl has two prime divisors distinguishes this 
case from Case 2 above, and the fact that IBI > 2 distinguishes this case 
from Case 3 above.) By Proposition 3.3, the index set I includes 1, p, q, r, 
and qr, where r, =Z[{,], r,=Z[c,], and By=B,=Byr= B. As above, we 
list the congruence maps of interest as we specify the construction of 
graphs 9q and gr!,. 
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For the graph Yq;, we consider the pairs of congruence maps 
f,,,: zC5,l -~C5,1/(q> and g,.,: r,+~CI,l/(t~>~ and&,: fr+frlCq) 
and g,,: rqr --+ fr/(q). Using Corollary 4.11, we can construct a (tG),- 
graph 
where the ideal generated by q splits as the product of m distinct prime 
ideals in R, and n distinct ideals in each of R, and R,,. (Note that 
R, = Z[[,], so that, by Proposition 4.7, m = q(p) = p - 1 B 2, since p > 2. 
Thus, the given construction of 9q is possible. For dihedral groups, the 
construction would break down at this point.) 
For the graph $;, we consider the pair of congruence mapsf,,, : Z[[, ] -+ 
Zl(r> andg,,,:f,+~l(r), andf,,,:r,+_T,l(r) andg,~.:rqr+r41(r). 
Using Corollary 4.11, we can construct a (ZG),-graph 
where the ideal generated by r splits as the product of h distinct prime 
ideals in R, and k distinct ideals in each of R, and R,,. 
By Corollary 4.4, there exists a ZG-lattice A4 such that A?, and &f, have 
graphs 5!Yq and 9,, respectively. (In the notation of 4.4, we take p,, = 1, 
PI = Py = Pr = P = 2, and p, = 0 for all other indices s E I.) By 
Corollary 2.16 an: an argument as in Example 4.13, A4 is indecomposable. 
But by Corollary 4.5, X is not isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG, since the 
uniform dimension of Z[[,] M is pi = 2, while the uniform dimension of 
Z[[,] . EC is 1. Thus, in this case also, ZG is not a CZ-ring. 1 
We remark that the integral group ring ZG is of finite representation 
type if and only if every Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic-of order at most a 
prime squared. (See, for example, [3, Theorem 33.61.) If an integral group 
ring ZG is a C&ring, then, by the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem [17, 
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Theorem 26.41, ZG is of finite representation type. Thus, Theorem 5.7 
settles most but not all of the question of which integral group rings are 
CZ-rings. Using the fact that, if an order A is a XI-ring, then every 
homomorphic image of A is a C&ring, and the fact that, if G is cyclic of 
order p* for prime p > 2, then ZG is not a C&ring (by [3, Theorem 34.32]), 
one can in fact show that certain other integral group rings of finite 
representation type are not CZ-rings. However, since this argument does 
not settle all of the possibilities, we omit the details. 
We also remark that, if G is a group of square-free order, and if p is a 
rational prime, then, by Corollary 2.4, the p-adic completion z,G is a 
CZ-ring. In fact, by proving the analogues of Theorem 3.10 and the results 
of Section 4 for Z, in place of 2, one can easily show that the localization 
Z,G is also a CZ-ring. Thus, the integral group rings considered in 
Cases 4, 5, and 6 of Theorem 5.7 yield examples of orders which are locally 
ZZ-rings but not ZZ-rings. 
Since not all groups G of square-free order have the property that LG is 
a LZ-ring, the question arises as to just how “big” an indecomposable 
ZG-lattice can be. For example, we might ask whether or not there is some 
bound n such that, for all groups G of square-free order, every indecom- 
posable IZG-lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice of ZG’“‘, the direct sum of 
n copies of ZG. That no such uniform bound exists is an easy corollary of 
the next theorem, where we construct an example which shows that there 
is no uniform bound n such that, for all groups G of square-free order, 
every indecomposable ZG-lattice has uniform dimension less than n times 
that of ZG. 
THEOREM 5.8. For any positive integer n, there exists a group G of 
square-free order such that ZG has an indecomposable lattice that has 
uniform dimension greater than n times the uniform dimension of ZG. 
ProoJ: Let H be a non-abelian group of order pq, where p and q are 
primes greater than 3 such that q divides p - 1. (See [S, Theorem 9.4.31.) 
Let G be the direct product H x S,, where S, is the symmetric group on 
three letters. If A is the largest abelian normal subgroup of G and B is a 
complement for A, then IAl = 3p and 1 BI = 2q. By Corollary 3.4, in the 
pullback representation of ZG, the index set is I= { 1, 2, 3, p, q, 2p, 2q, 
3p, 3q}, and the coordinate rings are given by Z[[,], Z[[,], Z[[,]oC,, 
WJ~C,~ WJ ~CL,l~C,~ 4LJ 4&JG,~ and W3J~C2, 
where C, denotes a cyclic group of order k. We list the pairs of congruence 
maps of interest as we specify the construction of graphs y, $, gp!,, and $&. 
We begin by considering the pair of congruence maps f,,,: Z[[,] -+ 
-05,1/<~> and g,,,: zCC,l 0 C, -+ Z[[,,])/(p). By Proposition 4.7, 
p.R,=p.Z[&J=Q,~ ... . ‘$.3,-, , the product of cp(q) = q - 1 distinct 
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prime ideals, while by Proposition 4.9, p is contained in exactly one prime 
ideal ‘$ of R,. Therefore, by Corollary 4.11, we can include in the graph 4 
the indecomposable pullback graphs 
41 P 
- 
where, as in Example 4.13, qi indicates a label by an indecomposable 
(Z[[q]),,-lattice for each ideal ‘Qi, and p indicates a label by an indecom- 
posable (Z[[p] 0 CL’,).-lattice. 
Consider next the pair of congruence maps fp,2 : Z [[,I 0 C, -+ 
JT&JC,/W and g,,,: ~C52plC, + Z[[,,] 0 C,/(2). By Proposition 
4.9, there is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals of R, 
containing 2 and prime ideals of R,, containing 2. By Corollary 4.11, we 
can include in the graph y, as above, q - 1 copies of each of the indecom- 
posable pullback graphs 
Ph ‘Ph 
- 
where h is the number of prime ideals of R, containing 2. 
Continuing, consider next the pair of congruence maps f2,p: Z[52] + 
Z[[2]/(p) and g,,,: Z[[2,] 0 C, -+ Z[[,]/(p). By Proposition 4.9, there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals of R, = Z[[2] = Z 
containing p and the prime ideals of R,, containing p. Thus we can include 
in the graph Y, as above, q - 1 copies of the indecomposable pullback 
graph 
21, 2 
- 
We next consider the pair of congruence mapsf,,,: Z[{2] -+ Z[5,]/(3) 
and g,,,: Z[[,] 0 C, + Z[52]/(3). Note that R, = R, = Z, and hence there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals of R, containing 3 
and prime ideals of R, containing 3. We can include in the graph $, as 
above, q - 1 copies of the indecomposable pullback graph 
2 3 
- 
Now consider the pair of congruence maps f3,y: Z[[3] 0 C, + 
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~CLlG/W and g,,,: U53,1G -+ Z[c3] 0 C,/(q), where by Proposi- 
tion 4.9, there is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals of 
R, = Z containing q and the prime ideals of R3y containing q. We can 
include in the graph gq’,, as above, q- 1 copies of the indecomposable 
pullback graph 
3 34 
- 
Finally, consider the pair of congruence maps J;,,,: Z[(Y3,] 0 C, -+ 
ZCS3,1~G/(~> and ~3y,p:~C53pl~~zy~~C53,10~~I~~~. Now p.R3= 
p . Z, so that there is a unique prime ideal 2 in p. R3p containing p, and, 
by Proposition 4.7, p . R,, = 2, . ..2. , , the product of (p(q) = q - 1 distinct 
prime ideals. Therefore, using Corollary 4.11, we can include in the graph 
4, as above, q - 1 copies of each of the indecomposable pullback graphs 
3% 3P 
- 
. . . 
34q-1 3P 
- 
where, as above, 3qi indicates a label by an indecomposable 
(Z[[,,] 0 C&,-lattice for each ideal 2,, and 3p indicates a label by an 
indecomposable (Z[[3p] 0 C,,),-lattice. 
Using Corollary 4.4, we can certainly till in the graphs $, g3;, 9$,, and Yq 
with the appropriate isolated vertices in such a way that there exists a 
ZG-lattice X such that A?,, 8,, 2p, and 2, have graphs $;, 4, 4, and gV!,, 
respectively, where, in the notation of 4.4, pr = pzy = 0, py = 1, pp = pzp = 
pz=p3=pSy=q-1, and ~~~=(q-l)‘. By construction and using 
Corollary 2.16 and an argument as in Example 4.13, X is indecomposable. 
By Theorem 5.3, ZG has uniform dimension 
8+4q<8q. 
On the other hand, it follows from Corollary 4.4 that X has uniform dimen- 
sion 
Given any positive integer n, we can choose the prime q large enough so 
that q - 1 > 8n, and by Dirichlet’s Theorem, we can still find a prime p such 
that q divides p - 1. For such primes p and q, with G constructed as above, 
the ZG-lattice X has uniform dimension greater than n times that of ZG. 
By Proposition 4.1, it follows that for such a group G, there is an 
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indecomposable ZG-lattice A” with uniform dimension greater than n times 
that of ZG. 1 
COROLLARY 5.9. For any positive integer n, there exists a group G qf 
square-free order such that ZG has an indecomposable lattice that is not 
isomorphic to a sublattice qf ZG’“‘. 
Corollary 5.9 suggests the following question. Is there some polynomial 
function ,f(x) such that, given a group G of square-free order and an 
indecomposable ZG-lattice Y, the uniform dimension of Y is less than or 
equal to f( /Cl) times the uniform dimension of ZG? 
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